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ABSTRACT
The techn—ji
 hies involved in some of the recut developments in low
r
order perturbation theory are discussed in detail. 'these include: the
close two-gjay relationship between the perturbation solutions-and the
V s^* neiples; the existents of solutions to the perturbation
r
equations and their convergence; the explicit and variational solution-
of the first order perturbation equation; double p°erturbatigns and the
calculation of expectation values; the determination of second order
properties (such as polarizabi,li.ty) •, estimation of off-diagonal and
tine-dependent properties; fast converging.iterati.on proceet3res; simp.li-
fieA treatment of degenerate or almosq degenerate-perturbations; sum
	
L"	 rule techniques and their application to intermolecular forces; and a
short survey of the atomic lfZ expansion and Hartree-Fock applications
7
of perturbation procedures.
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In recent years there has been a great increase of interest in the
application of perturbation theory to the fundamental problems of
quentum cheM stry. Pr.rturbatioa theory is designed to deal systemat-
Ically with the effactP of small Perturbations on physical . . systems when
the effects of Lhe pertwebat ions are mathematically too di
.
f f iqnit to
Calculate exactly., and the properties of the unperturbed system atre
knoun. It is therefore usually the appropriate tool for dealing . 3,lith.-
the effect a-of eztezmal ftelds_, with .the 1png-range interactions
betusen. ate= and molecules ., and with small
.
 internal perturbations
such as those that give rice to the fine and hyperfine struc^.ure-. of,
spectral lines. perturbation theory bee been used for these pui7poses
.since the inception .of quantum mechanicB ., but It is only recently - that.-
it has been applied seriously to what may be called the fundamental
Of a,-;7 body'77 problem: electron repulsion and the many-center .coulomb
field iwmpleculeB.
The new applications have 
.
beep, mainly to atoms. The recip.rocal
of the atomic'nimber., 1/2' ., provides a natural pf-rturbation,parameter..
since the electron-electron repulalon terms have
.
 the, form (11Z) .'-r 12
'finatea are expressed in :snits of Z a md,, : tl*e rest of..ohen the coor-,^	 o'
the Rmiltenian Is Bade pendent of Z	 The nau applications raay.be..
divided Into two, groups. The 21rat.consists of . calculations of, energy
levels, and LEI A
.
Tintural outgrmith of.Hylleraaa.. , classic work-oa,the'w'-'.
TIP, enpmaalan for ltwo-electron atom.... It . includes the, ceutlnu^tion
of Hyllernao' calculation t ho hi&,-r. orders by Scherr-- and,-collabor.atQrsjz
that?oz-k 
of 
nalgarno end Linderberg. ran, the	 W a OnS 1404'. he
01
4.
14
Avalue-s and other pr optrties of atiou3s` anal moi lecules; and Bice` bf miich^ ` '•
more recent ' on ;ian. ' They 'include cAlcuiai: bns' begin by Stec aheimer` and
developed by : '^a' lgarno and by sehwarta , va' the poxatikabftit .es` ails ?iluclear
shielding t6nstanfds 'of"dfoms; 'and recexit'•'attei pts^ `to ex^exid theee
t ideas to molecules.
There'- ai'e ' two piihcipa]: tedsons 'f 6r . tha success ©f these' n`dxti
4	 applicstioms '
.
Virst^ s^afficie't
.
 aceu acy is fkequentiy'iab'fairied'"from
le awledge'^ of a `fi r t otdet : 'per: rtiii bed wave fiinctibfi: ' Fri oia such a unc^.°
{	 tion -the _eiiergy can be "ci:mput^ed` &6r_Vr6i=e th' 6i!gh" the :• third` order * " id':'`
good -values . cam be obtained
	
ok propO-rt iei§
otherthan , thie enef'ggr.' econd ` a great" advantage b `pei•tiPrba on'the&y
is -that the 'funrtionial loam of the ^a`ri Curbed ,rave "fiiaict^o ii , isu ' s^iaped `
by the ' pertur bation itself. ThIS is in contrast s: ith tlit^ ``usii^ti7 ' "methods
where the choice 'of trial functio>z ib atbii rii axy:` 	` Schwartz
{19596j x Storting with the simplest *drrogenic 'gave ^uaiction ., ',obtained
a sample closed farm `perturbation ezptess on 'poi the ck^arge deiisit r "®
the hell ' t om, Y3hich3 agrees -61most peeciseijr ^ii'th'thc claarg: r er►sitY
calculated vith the .use. - of Hyllereas' g patd6e'tc`er' Wave 4iiikitlon:..:_
The" recent  re	 _rest i86 t 	 t: l•• . . f IY^ 	 ' •	 1 : .Ij otent3al^:t`ies ••off ^ perturiia--
Lion theory has be4h 'sparkd& bar Three d`e AOl raents.
-It &d :►.ong beau " ecognizQ '^.i^ the'.1.'i't:ei ature  'bo^^ `"^^s^i^.^cat^p
and a piici'tlji9 that'- the sf ndai:d = gi ft `cin `xoriiiul a of &rtuiVition i
theory are t6rmal soa aO* Us af''^ertaixe''iaahci^no^enbdb equat3bns ., "whose
F
r
3volution might be better accomplished in. some other fashion. Moreover
In many cases an examination of the equations revealed the -possibility.
of solution in closed force. However,in spste of successes;. such
techniques ­were not , pursued systematically arid, curiously enough, are
rarely' mentioned in the usual text books. Today . , impressed by the'
many fruitful applications made by Dalgarno, by'Schwarts,.anal by others,
one is looking .more and more to the 'equations themselves rather than-to
their -formal solutions. The methods used to obtain explicit solutions
of the perturbation equations are •revieved in Chapter-11TA.,
(b) Although-"closed srlutions aie possible - in. some problemsP in
particular for many one-electron atomic problems, this is not the case
when the perturbation involves the two-particle electron repulsion
potential ":rl2 , or indeed . for-most problems. Faced with this situ"
tO	
at-ton, there has been increasing recognition of: the fact, pointed out
long ago by Hylleraas, that one can often get safisfac: ory variational
approximations to the individual terms in the perturbation series. The
methods used to obtain variational , solutions of the perturbation equa-
tions are reviewed in Chapter-111B
(c) Whereas the total energy calculated by means of approximate
wave functions is accurate up to the sccond order, most. physical
properties calculated with such functions are only accurate up to thy:
first order. The first correction to approximate properties for badness
of the wave function' can be t7ritten. in terms of accessible functions
by means of whist may be called, Valgarno Q s Interchange -Theorem, his
is discussed and proved in Chapter':W.
These-devel.o'gments, which have been mainly applied to atoms. are
i
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far grom having emhausted t^^eir usefulness,	 tthGir ^^, er to ztlrulate
:i
fcurther,worlt. Perturbation theory appears desa h aid to plky a:^ incre:^s- 	 f
ngly important role in quantum chemistry, and it the efore seems
i	 timely to review the basic theonj underlying the nev developments inn a
thorough manner. The persest article is not intenOl ed to provide a
comprehensive account of all aspects of pert urbation theory,. such as
those given in the emcellew review articles of Dal.giirno (1962 ) and
Preuss (1962 ). Wear are all the import t nee developments discussed.,
such as the infinite orde:: pertturbatior- "reamants assuciated with the
names of grueek- ner - (1.955 ) , Lowdin - (1962 ) a--d P r iums (1961 ) s or the
4
partial summation, trechni¢ae of Relly (1 1363 - ).' Mead, =str of -our
discussion is restricted to the first few orders of pertnarbatEian "theary
and devoted to the rece-at developments which have been mostr ost successful --
or to those that seam most promising,
. The wly form of perturbation theory w>! discuss in i hi.s srticle ' :rr
is the Rayleigh-gchro4i.nger (reviewed ia Chapter ) which was developed
by Lord Rayleigh for vibrating systems amd intrcduced into quantum
mechanics by Schredinger. l In this treatment, a Umiltorden H' for a.
system-is regarded as eonsi.s3tirng; of m unpax-Lurbed M=11toni an o
and a perturbation operator
\V M It r Ho
01
in the Rayleigh-Schredinger perturbation theory, the eigenvaluea
and eigenfuncti'na.	 ( 7%) of H - ' are : enpsazled in, pauer series in s^
The essential role of 71 Is -to defi.fie .the different aL-demo of- perturb&-
ti.on, and this is a unique feature of the* ftylei.gh7gehrodinger.,^heory.
in certain problems,	 has an obvious physical significance.
idYdVdo^`6^Aealar::'""_W,'^A.eY:•'•T^".t-1fildC..1t^.':^^-•.!H.•.^^I,a^tai'.TliL M_^,:aw--^E•-.•.-_._TSrc.--.^:.Yl^.=s--:'^Y^e^iiyleraa-'Sic:'•i'.tiuris- +'Ve
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CLhe 7ise., 7t, is usually assigned the value of unity. Thus the
perturbation equations-arise from the Schrodinger equation
r	 ^'
4
M
t -^)	 o
by equating the coefficient of every individual power of A ' to zero.
There is a very important consequence of this procedure which it is
appzoPriate to mention here„ nsmeiy, that any theorem which is true for
the exact solutions of the Schrodinger equation must have an analogue
for the solutions of each perturbation equation, separately. The most
interesting mramples are the variational principle (discussed is Chapter
the virial and hypervirial theorems, and the Hellsn .•-Feynman theorem.
The variational principle and perturbation theory are deeply inter-
twined. Virst, given a quantity accurate threugh a particular order
of perturbation ., a corresponding variational principle can be constructed.
Second,.given a variationL Tinciple, individua1 variation princi ples
 .
for the different orders of perturbation can be derived and pravide a
fruitful and practical source of approximate perturbation energies and
approximate perturbed wave functions. A striking instance of the con--
inection is the fact that one of ^'he most important theorem., in perturba-
tion theory ., nartmely that knowledge of the n-th order wave function
suffices to determine the energy to order ^?n+!) , is an immediate
consequence of the variation principle, as sh, ' in Chapter-IL, These
and other aspects of the variation principle and variational. approxima-
tions are discussed at'Length in.
 Chapter ,
 V.
A fmiliar complaint about pgrtukhation theory is that 'Ohen. the
-	 r	 ?ii
perturbation becomes Large, the treatment ceases to give.meauingfui
ti
6t^
results.	 The usual rule of thumb is that ' 'ache energy sbifts should be
small compsrted with the spacings of the unperturbed levels'@	 lf' the
energy l aval.s tend to cross, one ezVects difficulties acid , sped al.
methods must be used.(see Chapter VII).
Uowizver,. almost degeneracy 3s the only source of difficulties.
3ometimeo the energy Levels and eigenfunctions . are not analytic funA-
tions of the periurbai' on parameter and no solutions to the equatio 'n's s
exist.	 In other cases, the series may only be asymptotic.
The questions of the emistence, nature, and convergence of the
O.'_ perturbation series pose di Cfieult mathematical. problems.
	 Nevertheless
some very pcn-re}rful, theorems, . apparently , little . Imotm
	 to	
w
chemists, have been proved by Rellich (1939 and 1940) j
 Rata (1951x):
ai,tchmar6h•(1958) and others, which cover most of the applications of
:Interest in quantum chemistry.
	 A basic theorem, due originally to
rRel.lich (1939'	 is that the Ua7 l.ei-.h-^8chrodin er)s	 J	 n	 f;	 perttxrbar^.on series
for B(A)	 and	 (A	 converge for sufficiently small	 A	 if the
is .:	 ..	 ..	 :.	 ...	 ..	 ;
}r unperturbed .Hamiltonian is self-ad j oini ' (Chapter-III) and if fcro
constants
	 a	 and	 b	 can be found such thatV^
	 sand s
 H €1 	satisfyo
the inequality
)
4%.
P
.? n
for 611-functions	 in the domain of o	 The most important appl.ica-
tion of this theorem hae been made by Kato (1951x), who succeeded in
-	 ").	 .. —,
	 J J..
	
, rya s
	
}
proving that it-is satisfied for any decomposition .£ the potential U
of the non-relativistic Si7radiitgeY Imltonian operator  for any
atom,  molecule or finite crystal, provided no nets singularities stronger
P
1
^l
	
4
—^^s	 mew ^Wk
7
than Ooulovb pol.:,qs are introduced. In particular the theore im is true
r
in the . follaving ira artant cases:.
(a) The perturbation V is the electron repuision term. zn the
potential. U . This result justifies the 1/Z expansion.and proves that
it is absolutely convergent for large enough Z	 Alt;hough'Xato could
only obtain the crude estimate Z = 7.6 for the radius of convergence
o:c the tvo-electron .atom, the calculations of Scherr and Nnight (1963)
indicated that the true value is as--low as Z °" 0.8 .
(b) The' perturbation V 'is the difference hetsween'the 'many-center.
coulcmb potential. terms -in .a molecule and single-center terms for the
united atom nucleus. This application justifies the united atom' (single=
center) expansions.
	
_.
For some unbounded operators the theorem of-Eq.' (1) is not satisfied
said t'•e series does not converge, but is nevertheless valid in the
asymptotic sense; that is, useful only up to a certain finite order.
%ato (1951a) has derived very general conditions under which the perturba-
tion aeries -will at least be asymptotic, although unfortunately these
are harder- to verify that . Eq. (1). 'An even less cell-"rehaved class of
perturbations, namely those which are unbounded from below.,, causes the
discrete spectrum of Ho to vanish and be replaced by a continuous
spectrum. A typical, example is the Stark effect for an atom =where the
discrete energy levels are converted to metastable levelo. The physical'
A
situation is quite clear in such cases -of '" weak quanti.zati.oe and the
series gives sensible results for small TA , but the mathematical
justification is quite difficult. All theoe aspects of the theory-of
convergence are described in more detail in Ghapteri -XII. 	
. "-- --. _. L l
8
r
The Of-, -in Poimt -711M per-i-LU76al-ia thSory is. the division of the
^ a° e1 A ^	 Z tCd9 ^q	 $oases a 9 1--e =—Pe turff heu pax t R ^, {712Q^3e..0	 s
else 3 ^:^^	 a imam,^ a r^^ _^ V co taini ng the a^ikcaard
toms. In the actuaL taeatmmt of atuns amd moleaules., h(wever, t ye. .
are given, U md so= fa=tion	 which is^ m approximation; to the
true wave fraction	 a The eTwi ce of. 4r is generally made op .the
basin of p%yoical i:ntuit an, thw-nti.cal ,ezpc-dieaLay, etc. _ lt,:is
des-fred to treat V ns a zero order wave function and use perturbation
t 1r,oxy to impzove •?t. In order to at-Lily the usual foinalism . of- perturba-
tion tt1aseasg it is r-ecessa-y to "cenctrnet	 unperturbed kaxiltoni•an, .
o c rt ^a	 to • f . it is impost .mot tai realize that this., prob 	 1pm , . •
cm alacga be s~solvad foroally, ns painted out by Mikineon and ;Turner
(1953) anA by at ^--r (1954). Se write the_ perturbed Hamiltonian
8 In the fam
^ahea^.e ^ is the Ps t1C a er gy cgaxatcor mad U is the ,potential.:
energy, asamsd to be a f maticn, of cGordinates. We then .define the
operator R by
ffi	 T + -a
^	 a	 (3a
where .
..:	 a	
(4)
tho unjue of	 em be chosen =b trari ly. T40n it .90111 L7a • from
Zqs. (3) MId (4) that V :La m e3.ren9aaaction of %,. 	 elggwalue L
t f. 4 S	 1
S riyl	 ^7	 ^
s.	 s
,_. f ` .	 -,	 ^.x } ..4? -=a^''^^.	 .....	 ^c^4: ,.a....'.^aii.:. • •^s^,^.^.t.».,:._.r,w,^-.^s...,.:;,4:,,1;_=i..^^ ^^.._-'aR
f	 -
4w,^lA .dF`kn+is•	;:ids., ^ 1..5''. -	
ry^i	 ;^1	 ri'^'a
9
a  that
Holy = .0 *.
	 (5)
f
The perturbat ion -potential V • is then defined by ( A = 1)
V	 U- U0 	 (6)
The next. step in obtaining an improved wave function -is to solve
the first order equation. Dalga,rno and Lawis (1955) defined a function
-F such tbat the first order wave fuaaation is equal to For 	 The first
order -equation then becomes (for-one electron),
VO (^r ) = 21(V p < V> )*
	
(7)
♦ -
in analog, r with electrostatics, this is a' Poisson-type equation . for the
6	
"Potenti.nl'7 . F produced by a charge distribution ,. - (2n)' l^* (V - <V> 3yT
in a region of variable dielectric constant- . ^ 2 (Prager -and Hi.rschfelder,
1965). When separable ., it can be integrated by quadrature; in which
case the FVI paocedurce has determined the integrating factor. When
•t
qA (6) to not separable, . approximate solutions • for - F can be obtained
by uo ng.the encellent variational procedures discussed in.,Chapter IilS.
The ca'!culation.of physical properties of a system., other than the
energy., is 4 problem-of great importance and interest. Typical properties
are of two • kindrs, both associated with an operator -1-7 ,.and . frequently
+t
also with an internal fie Id /.4: ; they'are considered in detail in
Chapter =IV. The simplest properties are straight expectatiou ' values., .
<w > , ouch as a dipole aomehtz . ind can be regarded as first order
peE ^urbatlon energies for ,
 a perturbation	 'U . The others kind can be r
M.
regarded as the second order perturbation energies for the pertuxbation
^&W , • and have the form
<Q >	 (w < T.I>
here	 3 s
 the first order wave function corresponding to ther
iltonian H + .,401 a typical e2cample is the electric polarizability.
If the only wave function jr availablp , # approximate, with. en error
of order	 the calculated values of < W > and,	 > will
also be in error. bya terms of order	 ;. only . the energy <'M > Ilog
an error of order /A 2	 The problem .of devising a p-.Faqticsl 'way of-
calculating the leading corrections has been solved by'Dalgarno and
Steuart (1956) ., and by'Schwartz (1959) ., and is discussed ' in Chapter - IV.
The simplest appxoach is . to use a double pprturbation,procedure..
(Dalgarno and. Stewart 1958) based on the Haijiltonian
H + V +;% W
Since the q slculation . of the first order energy for a. perturbation only
req,Arcs thecorresponding zeroeth order curve - . function, the first oprder-I-'
7• -correction, to thel-I-perturbed energies (properties -associated -vith
U oz ly .
 require perturbation solutions, of the singly . pe:rpue-,e.d,
Hamiltorahn
114,	 H 0 +/UW
This is the point, of -Dalgarno s 'Interchange,. Theorem (DalSprao biqd•
stw. art,. 1956i, 195g) a . .Xts imp rtance lies? in th4 fact that •lie .1"hadneab":
of the initial wave function is due.. to, neglect . o^ tuo-parvtiele: dlectKoA
.	 I
lh	 I
0	 L
H
repulsion terms which therefore appear in `T -and maize the first order
I.
A -eguation impossible to solve expl- citly. The operator 11 2 on the
other heed, Is usually the sum of one-particle terms, , arid t6 cotre-
sponding At-equations are often easy to solve explici ely. The
-corrections to ` W> and <Q> then involve simply'' an integration
over V , Which is usually straightfon-yard.
Perturbation methods are particularly valuable for the calculation'
of intermolecular potentials. The great advantage is-Lhati ' the inter-
action-energy is calculated directly rather than obtained as the
difference between two large numbers. In this manner, Dalgarpo and
Lynn (1956 and 1957) determined the long-range forces between two
hydrogen atoms in a-.cellent agreement at R = 4ao :'T-; th the .precise
vavi.ationel calculations of Kolos and Roothaan (1960). Other -perturbs
tion calculations have been made by Dalgarno and-Levis-(19-55 and • 1956),
.Dalgaraao .an Stainuart (1956), and. by Salem (1,460 and 1962). Since the.
gave functions are not kno« accurately fo g-.the separated molecules
the calculations of intermolecular potentials require not only double,
but triple perturbation technig4es.
The follox ng more recent developments are %lescribed in the later
chapters of the review.
1. IteratiVe Fe'rtutbatioz: Methad'fi (Chapters VT_ -.and '7II)
Y
Frequently it is .sufficient to obtain the first: order perturbed
	
wave function. since this permits the . calculation of the energy . a-curate	 .
through the -third order. Zndeed9 from , -the ' Rayleigh -Schrodinger taa ire : ,
gunctlon, through the as-th order .  the energy .can be determined though
the (P.&R) -th order. Rmover, - even Toster convergence can be obtained
`b
'r	
^	 5
^	 s	 v
^.. ^C ^ ^'.^A^7ria^ 'd^ "'^StJHa ^Sr[^Wtl^^ifsills«'f^?"_^^'grer'3•^"PLi^	 ^^';e•	 ^^'.+m.c nf.^— = ..': ^ .alr s.	 . . .sr•a.^es_ °IZ^	 ^.ar .--_ 
_
-vn::rsrm^
by an iterative,
 procedure OOPRO such .ghat, from 	 iterat-ad
wave . function he energy
.
 can L e calculated up t terms invblving . thet
n4 l2	 power of the perturbation paTaMeMr,
A combination of perturbation and variational t .echniques can 'be.
used (BE-POP-M) to solve . problems involving degen-prate or almost-,....,
degenerate states -without special, consideration of .the . order in which
then .dezene-eacy . is broken up or . worry about the crossing of the energies
as the. ,perturbation,paznmeter Increases.
2. Time ,ft^dq^ -at Problems (Chapters VU1 and IX)
These are of two . kinds: Those in which the perturbation causes
-tradaitions ., and those in which the stationary properties are modified
by an oscillating field. The techniques developed for time iridependeink,
pr obi. 	 can bd applied to both types. luterchau&' the -.)rer6s , have bee*
cas 	 M.proml in both	 as under f al.rly general conditions^ by one of us ( YSTE
3	
.aad : eze presented here for the firdt timp: Chdpter:V111 Is devoted .
to second order ' steady states pkop.xties and Chapter !X*to the dalcilla-
tioA of off-diagorzal elements..,
3. Sum Rules (Chapter.X)
Useful Sum Rules can frequently be obtained by comparing the
enplicit solutions to the perturbation equations with their equivalent
sp3ctral repri esentations exprersed
.
in . .infinite 'series:-- 'the -f amily
of sums involving oscillat6r streng^hsjs of particu"lar
.
' interest sihce
it has *a- wide v8riety of • phydical applications. ftu rules can now be'
applied to diaperbive- inter moleculak -force's^--thanlcs- ­
to .
 -an it^geiio-.6,
mathematical trick which 1as beear poitited . out -by Havroyanids' &a.d
11 L-1
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Stephen .(1962). Because of its importance, this application is revietiled
in con8iderable .detail.
4. L^22^. i cations .(Chapter;.-^I}
This chapters contains a list of references.to the recent literature
on Fapplications, of perturbation theory to quantum chemistry. , . An effort
has been made to matte the bibliography completele apart from references.
to polari 3ability, nuclear shielding .constants, etc. y . vihi.ch have recently
been reviewed by D algarno (1963).
In proceeding from the formal, theory to' the practical -aplil3 catI6 is
many questions arise. For examples is. it really necessary or desi,rabli
to use H6rtrcee-Pock orbitals as the starting point for perturbation
calculations (Szasz, 1963)? The success of the work of -Jalgarno and
Stewart (1960) using dater.type orbitals with screening constants
adjusted to make the first order perturbation vanish,.suggests that
simpler orbitals . may provide a more convenient starting point. The
-perturbations equations themselves mold the wave function into the
proper f 0m.
Time idea of applying perturbation. theory to improve tine familiar
orbital. model ,of atoms arid' molecules ' has been greatly stimulated by
wi.n€noglu Qs (1961) discussiovs of the-electron correlation problem.
Sinanoglu points out that the. Hartree-rock potential correctly represents
d.
	
	 behavior when the electrons-are far apart. It follows that the
perturbation potential contains only. short-ranged electron-electron
s
interaction terms • who n the unperturbed- grave functa ,;)n is of the
consistent field type. Furthermore, because of the Pauli, principle,
	
y	 4	 s	 E	 ^.
,	 -	 3	 ^ .x	
-fir
	
S	 3	 1	 J,	 e	 t!	
j.{
--•..-..---^^^y.:-=...-Y-H ^h
	
_`'''	
.^..^.^"^'__^•'a.^, _^^^"^* fret ^,_.'^'°"`-'.-,- 	 .c .^^,.	
i	 -a rr A ^ ^	
K ^`^	 `'
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11.1
close to3et'her to jAmultane=17 9,scl the effects
	
s'e's	 ed"
Forces. Thig supports. ;Lhe,t4ea; jthat electrow. are mainly correlated
.,;Ln. pai
-
ro. :belpnging , to the. , 9=e^	 -,thuTy-.rin. -6 geeement
with . the .0. N., ',z,w.is notions . . vhich und^ar lie. pros ent ­!4 ay, cheer _eta jj­_thsio
fuucti mp'. for. .^e" Cn conplex. mojecu:Lps.: caA- . be'.'_broI-,,-ntup into ^ seta 2*-d
to,'a(._CheMj^Caj!jY:'UI3'efdj
of two?-eleptron . functions	 Thus,
pro
-u^:bz-^	 a theory need, qii	 ',Epp t:atjojj., pot	 _tioi	 Iy^ '.cope. mith
involving two electrons at a time..
a 2.1	 mt I' L-i l w^
-I ^1 T-4 32
j	 03 L-Sial'r
Sol
i j	 e y., o	 9dT
vdi
.1 	 TYSER 3-0 t^	 11.rx) 2JI rfinq rJ.-jouraha
nsifw SoiVarInd
.171	 f213q	 —f^'I; 9d:j	 1!
+4a
1. he SG MCIuin-i]ig'ner or I'eenberg perturbation series converge faster
then the nnyleigh-Srbrcdinger, but they require that the energy be
determined In an iterative manner.
2. Uote that it does not justify expansions in poc;ers of internuclear
dlatnnces. The !3e are, indeed, non-analytic in the si=-e ?est case of
a one - ,^ ectrou diatcnic molecule, _ there in fact a ter-u in R5 log R
oacuV a (oee Chapter -U) .
3. The Interchange thecrea for transitions has been grovel independently
using to variational rathod by Borowitz (pi:ivate communication).
1 f
T
8
. H=jG7 L . __ M]rQa OrMPgATION TIMOR'Y FOR A 11011-MOMRAM STATE
Zn order to Inn th3 fcsurdation for the nen developments, let us
ra-qja:7 the Rayiei a-SzUrc lin ;et perturbation theory for' a non-degenerate
:3tatc. -Lbe unperturbed Hamilttmian Ho has the complete set of nor-
Sliscd eigenfunctiona
	
with the corresponding energies a The
perturbed H.:.--.iitozAan H ='H0 A V has the eigenfunctious` ^ 3 .with
th.- correapandin ; emar3ies B j .. Tye fix our attention. on that perturbed
state which in ' t7as lin-It as t1 approaches aero • has T q = ^q and3q whore 	 is not degenerate.
The 'ba3lc cz. _-2tion of the- Rayleigh-Schrodifajei - tbeot is that
m d ._1 car be ce=ded in pmler series in the perturbation param-
eter:	 •	 -	 - •	 -
w	 {n) mad H
	 : E^n^	 I
g a	 n__o
In order to keep the notation from . becoming too clumsy, tlie. subacrint
^^Rr to am tted e=cept there it is necessary to avoid confusio. L between
different- otates of the System. The power series (I). are substituted
Into the pertarbed - ochrasTiUger equation. Since the yresultin equation
cunt be trace for ;:ll sufficiently small values of 	 the coefficient
of artch paz=r of 2 In the equation must be equal to zero. phis
led-Is to the fc-.Aly of perturbation equations. Clearly .  since the
stat a ^'^^ io r_en-degr sate, e(a) ^ y ' and	 (^) 	 ^, do -that the
zeroeth eider eqmtiou is
TL
a
3
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•	 1
Acme H,
 Ho -• C	 the f1rot order equa.t;on is
'	
H1* (l) + V it	 0	 (3)
Where V a
 V	 E (1)	 Aad the P-th order relation is
F	 Hoer	 + 	 n 3 2, 3, ... _ (4)
r	 k=2
Normalization conditions are required to complete the specificmtion.of
the pe:turbed functions.
Ve require that the enact wave function s be normilized , to unity.'
Substituting the power series-Eq. (2) in..o 	 .1 and requiring
that the coefficient of each power of ^k in this equation be individ-
ually zero, we obtain the normalization conditions for. the various orders
.	
f^.	 of perturbed wave functions,
(k,n-k) _ '0	 , n	 1^2^...	 (5)
k=o
(k) Mwhere (3 3k)Y	 ,>{r	 ^r	 Z?or n _ 1 , this gives (Q, 1) d (1 10) w 0
which for real functions is the fmiliar orthogonality condition (0,1) 0 .
Egpressions for the perturbation energies can be obtained by taking
the scalar product of Eqs. (3) and (4) with 	 Thus
n-2
^9 'W'
	 (V,k)
	 P n	
3y4j...
k"l
	 (S)
In deriving Eqs. (7) and (8), c7e have assumed that a o .is Hermitian.
If Q -is also Hermitian, additional relations can be obtained for the
{	 x
► .	 .,^-,-:.^-,.^--,.^W..: ...:-	
-^:iUSv
	 ^RL:-
	
vim_
	
.. .. .. tiL,1:.^V,^.
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highter order perturbation energies by carrying.out a sequence of
algebrr^Lc raasnipulatiens or the gerta-mbatioa equations, as explained' in
.Appendix t1. The most important of these relations are
E (3)	 < ( 1) ,9'* (l) ?	 (9)
C (4)	 V(1)'V?*(2) ! -^?) (2,0) 	 ,	 (10)
^(5)	 < (2) ,V%,(2) }	 (2) ( 1 , 2) + (2 1)
	
(11)
	n 	 k-1
(2n)	 J(n-1) ^V ,y (t-1) -
	(`^)	 (niej--k,n-J)	 , n	 2,3, - ..
	
k=2
	
J=O
	 (12a)
	n 	 k-1
(2 -13	 ,^ (n) jPV,*(n)- > _ 	 ^
	
Z (-.,r+-l+j-k,n-J)
	
, n = 2331..9
k=2	 J=O	 (12b)
Fqa. (12) d on.ttdte the yell-kncrvm theorem that the perturbation
onargyy to-the (2n+l) -sr order can be obtained fr6m knotyledge of the'	 a
;gave function perturbed through the n-th order. Hylleraas (1930.) first
aha=—d that the energy through IE	 is determined by the wave function
	
•	 L
through Y(1)	 Later, - Dalgarno and Stewart ( 1956b) , Dupont-Bou,. delet,
i
Tillieu, end Guy ( 1960 ) j. and Sinanoglu (19610 maiie explicit demonstra-
tions of the general theorem. Actually, this theorem is an immediate
conseque;ice of the variational principle given in Chapt.-V Oligner, 1935
Silvermn, 1952 ; and Sinanoglu, 1961a). From the variational principle
we knaa that if the trial wave function is in error by order I , the
energy is in error by order 	 2	 butting I	 X-	 _proves the	 !;
theorem.	 {
We shall have need for the explicit energy expectation
-	 1
 -	 " _	 - —^ -- —,	 xs. __	 ^	 nit_ ^	 '_	 ^.a	 -	 Y • ^
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' (n) < _(n),g"Y(n) y'_ .grrespond^ng:,to 1 W _.. -the• pr-rturbed..wave
function truncated after the n-th order term and normalized W unity,
nq) (n) k(k);
 D(n)
	 (13)
k=o
Here the D(n) is the normalization constant
n	 u-k	 -	 ^D (n) - 1 + n"'	 lc-1 ^. (n- j 3+k)] 	 (14)
k=1
	
j=o
	
i	 The energy expectation, is e (n) _ < (n) H4,0 (n) >	 Thus, we find
and
+ a. (1, 1)
y The reEults for larger •'values.. of : n are . given #L,. Append endIX . A. In .general,
^..^
 are ac	
2n+i
- the ^ ^^.,:.. w,... --curate , through ^:he . ': order of . '71.. ^ •
	
and provide a'
	
^ r
z .
	sequence; of ..upper bounds to the exact.energy,..to-which they ,converge.
	
L	 Expanfsiona" in Unperturbed Wave Functions
In the usual presentation of Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation
theory, the perturbed wave functions are e3cpressed in terms of a specr_rul
distribution • of a complete - £unction set. The formulae are given in
Appendix B-for a gerieral.function set which has no relation to the un-
perturbed problem.(with the possible exception of onemember of the set).
e,
	
	 Considerable simplifications are obtained if ' the function set is the
complete set of unperturbed gave functions. Then {Dalgarno, 1961 )
using the notation Vik = ^jj ,P vh> and V!k = <*J.TV9*k^
r
	
-:J	 _	 _
0V 4r
E e
^	
q	 j
r	 ^	 " y±
	
v v
j ( E a° "j ) ( tq- 
'Ek)	 (Cq E j) 2 q
r	 r	 ^	 V Vi pr. T
v	
La (C I-q- E	 k) ( 6j	 k f^ , J	 4
_	
r	 r	 V 3 pIS
p
 k*k	 (2) r — V j _i	 (19)
C^ . 2 E - E	 q	 (F	 2j	 k (
 q- ^) ( 4 k)	 j	 q- j)
r	 t	 p p r p
j	 k ( Cq f 
is 
2 ( 4Eq 4Ek)
Here th- primed sigmas indicate the suit over all of the discrete states
plus the integral over the continuum but omitting the state (or states)
Faith energy iEq .
The corresponding expressions for the second and third order
perturbation energies are
^(2) 
	
r V kVkq	 (20L Eq- 'Ek
k
and
(3)
	
	 ^
4
	
*	 V :VI- V
L,	 (^	 (21)- C) (E - Ck)
j k	 q j	 q
As Brueckner (1955 ), Ruby (1961 ), Primas (1961 ), trod Low-din (1962 )
have shown, compact explicit formulae for-the higher order perturbation
energies and wave functions maybe written in terms of,.!-ha operator
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FOOTNOMS TO CHA.?`I R II
1. There is another type of normalization which Is commonly used.
Instead of requiring that < q^ ),7}
 
1) >= 1 , the perturbed components
f
of the wave function are taken to be orthogonal to the original
function, (O,n) = 0 for n = 1,2,. •, . This makes
	
(n) = <*gyp*{n-1),
r
Or, according to P. Dupont-Bourdelet, J. Tillieu, and J. Guy ^J. Phys.
Radium 21, 776 (1960)
n-1.2n-k- 1
(2r.) _	 w(i1
-i) 	 (n) 	_	 (j) (k, 2n-k-.j)
k=l j =nn-k
n 2n-k
(2n+1) _ <v(n),V*(n) > -
	
	 L E(j)(k,2n+1 -k -J)	 •
k=1 J =n+1-k
,:,I[.)t!!7.! `J 'Fti ^ • :?f^^	 :s'^^id' + ^_E ,..C.SY ^^.'•_° ;'e•sCjYilt^9C; iFi.'-:.F^j.:lQ ^'i^ .T i4 ^J3E^^ fll^^C^.j
	
..i_^•^.:.f ^F`l:^ ^'.1t3 2^3:.f)L ►:.[^:.•?a :-$.:^','+5' , - ^SFi1 `-. •^r;^ 2.s7t:^.^,'C'C•:) :.f^!-^,ii379:.^.CS 2[)f^9ii9^t 	 ^.
FiI 3 L'r	 .Ir() F t t,Sj? :^ y _ ; .i [5 y; no sti rr^ :a	 rr ;) 1 :1!	 c .{$a: }'^ F :Y(3 _ t^ j	 `' ^i^:Ua	 1.• s3:3'T ^r
r
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III. SO1ONN OF PMURBATION E
In this chapter methods for solving the perturbation equations of
Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory are discussed. The n-th order
x-' n
.f4
equation (2.4) fog 1V	 involves all the wave functions of lower
order, so-that the equations must be solved step-wise starting with the
first order equation (2: . 3), substituting its solution into the second,
solving the second order equation, and so on. The same is true for the
equations of double perturbation theory discussed in Chapter IV. The
basic problem is therefore to salve a first order perturbation equation
of the type
(Ho - 45 )*M, + (V - IEM	 0	 (1)
there Ho is the unperturbed llamill.onian,	 and E are the unperturbed
eigeriZunction and energy (assumed non-degenerate) of the state under
consideration, *(1) and	 e(1) are the first order eigenfunction
and energy, and V is the perturbation operator. T.ie solution of this
equation makes it possible to evaluate the second and third order
eia.ergies by mans of Eqs. (2i.7) and (2.9). However the recent develop-
ments mentioned in the introduction have been more concerned with using
the solution of this type of equation to obtain the first order cor-
rections to expectation values. In this case the perturbation is the
operator ji whose expectation value is sought.
The solution of perturbation equations is usually much easier
than that of the original perturbed equation because they are inhomo-
geneous differential equations for which general techniques are available,
whereas the original equation is an eigeavalue equation. This is
to note that
23
.
especially true in the most usual situation when Ho is .a one-electron
Hawiltonian or the sum of one-electron Hamiltonians. Unfortunately,
hc^c;cver, in the case of the perturbation of greatest importance, ramely
the electron repulsion terms l/r12 ,,analytic solutions. have not been
found and their discovery is no longer a matter for hope. The same is
true of other two-electron perturbations such as the dipole-dipole and
higher m#jltipole interaction terms occurring in the treatment of long-
range forces. The first order equations involving two-electron terms
in 9 must therefore be treated by alternative approximate methods
such as the variation method discussed in section B of this Chapter or
the familiar method of expansion in:a complete-set as discussed in
Chapter 11 and ,appendix B. The explicit solution of * perturbation equa-
tions in closed form is therefore effectively limited to perturbations
which only Involve one-electron operators or the sum of one-electron
operators. Fortunately most properties of interest other than the
energy are associated with operators W . of this kind.
A. Emliclt Solution
There is a well knmm device in the treatment of inhomogeneous
differential equations (see Morse and Feshbach, 1953 ) which is used to
simplify (1), and which has been employed very effectively by Dalgarno
and his colleagues - (Dalgarno and Lewis p .1955 ., ).. This is to. put.
'V l) = F	 s	 (2)
where 'F is a scalar function of the coordinates to be determined, and
OL
k k
L
F!^
AL
i
t`	 5
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z	 (go - E)F1'I n ( 1-10F	 FH0)yr
ti
so that (1) may be written
A
^1171 ,E + v*ly 3 . o	 (3)
Y
S
where the square brackets denote a r_ominutator and VI V
This forth already has the advantage that it f r. usually unne essary to
know the explicit fort of the unperturbed "Hamiltonian Ho , since
IRO' F
^;	 A
pas long as the pertu0bati on H - Ho is ' a scalar, and V' - can b'e
	replaced by H - Q	 (l) (*eking jL= 1 ), Equation (3) can theft
be written in the form
+ H - E -	 {)	 0	 (4)
To proceed furthest it is necessary to spe Afy the form 'of the
MsimiltoniaA. For the many electron Rami.l.toaian (atomic units:
el)aray 014+ e2/a0 and length r• ao ) s
g	 _	 ViZ + Ua	 ;	
(5)
a
where the unperturbed potential. energy , U0 is a scalar, so that (3)
becomes
rli2,F y	 2V*
	 (b)
If Chia equation is multiplied by V and Its complex conjugate by
>sr , the sum of theL two equations can be rearranged to give
.
rA..rz J 	
..	
•^fJ
^ry
'	 25
Di (* *Vi F) .	 *Y#* + *V!yc^"	
(7)
i
where we have assumed ae can choose F to be real. ,  For simplicity
of presentation we shall only consider the case when is real so
that (7) becomes
Di (Y ViF) = 2*V'*	 ,'^	 (8)i
The boundary conditions on the perturbed -cave function,.and therefore
on all * (n) , are the same as those on the unperturbed eigenfunction
w	 Thus on the boundaries at infinity the conditions on F are:
•	 This guarantees that the integral of the right-hand ride of (8) vanishes.
The solution F of (8) is of course arbitrary to the extent of an
additive constant, which maybe chosen so- thaCt-he- orthogonality
condition (2.5) is satisfied; that is
<*^ FlY,	 :(10)
In terms of F the second order energy , E(2) given by (2.7) is
^(2)
	 <*,V 'i* >	 ;li)
.	 By substituting from	 and_usip.g Green'a theorem we get,
i	 ..	 ..
i
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s
aince the surface integral vaniphea because of the boundary condit-ion
(9). Thus the second order Energy need only involve ©{ F ; in the
integrand rather than F itself, And in principle only a single inte-
gration of (3) is needed. In terms of F the turd order energy given
by (2.9) becomes
(3) ^^}	 (13)
Z
<F2V (,^ I^ F)>
F(oiF) 2 1	 (14)
The integral for the third order energy thus involves F explicitly
pad the forma (13) and (14) are only valid if F satisfies the
orthogonality c.unditicn (10).
1. Reduction of the M= Electron Equation
For completeness let us indicate how the many electron problem
may be reduced to on-a-electron equations in the simplest case. This is
when the total Hamiltouian H is the sum of one-electron Hamiltonians
H	 jh(i) .a. A v(i)	 (15)
i
The only significant remark to be made is that it is bear to separate
the many plectron equation Into the one-electron equations'
(h +  v)
	
pi^i	 :.	 (16)
27
before considering the perturbation problem. The alternative is to
attempt to reduce the total first order equation, and is neither as
simple nor as accurate. The one- ,electron first order perturbation
equations derived from (16) are
(h - 6i)^yil) + (v - ^il))¢lO) = 0
	 (17)
and the total wave function correct to the first order in i1 for
each electron is now
IT{ (0)
 
-F a(l)	 ,	 (lg)
There	 is the anti-symmetri v.,er and the ¢' s include spin .factors.
This procedure leads to simple sums over the electrons for all the
perturbation energies; for example
Ji	 1
^(2) _
	
(2)	
^il) s (v -	 i l) ) ¢iO3	 (19)
2. One Dirffensional* Equations
	
As an introduction to the solution of equation (8) let us consider 	 i
i
the simplest case of a one-dimens.tonal system described by a variable
x confined to the interval (a,b)	 Lquatiou-(8) may then be integrated
directly to give	 -	 i
^2 d- . M(x)	 (20)
where
A
2$,
MW	 2f v(f)y1( g)*(1)d 	 (21)
a
arA the conrttanz of integration vanishes because of the boundary
condition (9).
(a) Ground State. For the ground state in which the unperturbed wave
function , ' does not possess any nodes inside the interval (a,b)
(20) may be integrated irmediately to give
F(x) 	.s (a) +	 ri( ) -2 (Y)d	 (22)
a
as pointed out by Young and March (1955 j. The one-dimensional equa-
tions for C- M -and E(3). correspondiiig ' to (11) and ' `(13) can be
written in terms of P•i as
b	 .2	
..	 ._
(2) -	 M x	 dx	 (23)E	
-	 L IV W
( #)	
b 
dx i4 x ] 2 + 2 lc(2)*2 (x)	 g d f M...(j	 (24)
:()a	 a	 ( )
(b). Excited-: States. Consider now the case in which (x) is the
n-th unperturbed eigenfunction with n simple zeros at al,a2,•••,an
Jr. the interval (a,b)	 This case has been treated by :Brown and
Hirschrelder-(1963 }. If the first order wave function. ( 1) is
well behaved the function F will have sir .)1e poles atal,a2 , • ^,an .
The direct integration of (20) to yield F presents difficulties
because M(x) does not in general vanish at the nodes of
.-
	, and
for the same reason (23) and (24) are not valid for excited states,.
To avoid the singularities-in these equations let us assume that
r
.	 .
}
i
3
.3
MAW,
YJ yr " ^`
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and X are analytic functions in the vicinity of the real interval
(a,b)	 it may be shown that equations (22) and (23) can then be
r placed by
x
F 	 11(a)	 14(z)v-2(z)dz	 (25)
a
and
b	 2
(2) - - z j[^ }^ dz	 (26)a
where the contours C in the z-plane do not pass through al,a2,•••,an .
A similar equation can be written for	 (3) in place of (24).
An alternative method for dealing with exe te.. utates, more suited
to numerical work, is to remove the singularities by subtracting out the
poles of F	 This may be accomplished by defining a ne-w fanationli(x) 
by
	
n	 C
F =----1 	(27)
_ F x - a^
and choosing the coefficients C so that 	 is analytic at the
points a^ .. By substituting (27) into the differential equation (20)
we get
n
M.(^
2 -
	
Cj
dx	 T	 Y2v W J=l. (x ai)
The coefficients 'Cj are therefore given by
C^	 M(a^)I	 1 (a
	
(j ' 1, 2,... ^n)
Equation (28) may ncru be integrated along the real axisto give
.
.
(28)
(29)
3©
(30)
a-	 ()
F:	
1
a
where
	
n	 ^.
	
A (x} = ^2(x) n
	
- z	 (31)
Y (x - a^)
and the second order energy is given by
	
b	 nb ] 
dx2	
, •
w	 j=l a
(c)- Separable Rquations. Direct quadrature, as in the one-dimensional
cartesian case above, is also possible when the original Schrodinger
equation is separable in curvilinear coordinates. In this case, as in
the reduction of the many . electron equation, it is advantageous to
separate the exact Schrodinger equation i..- ,to ordinary differential
equations first,.' nA then to expand into the 4if£erent orders of perturba-
tion. This agolds spurious cross terms in the energy of the secoud and
higher orders. If the perturbation V appears in two or more of the
separated equations the method is really a multiple perturbation procedure
for independent perturbations, so that cross tests are rigorously absent.
Details of the separation and equations are given An appendix D. The
most important chemical application"is to the tvo-center problem in
molecules which # s separable in confocal elliptic coordinates (see
Chapter-XI).
3. &Arati'on by Fa tla': B. apair aiori
The perturbation equations can be solved explicitly in a much
wider class of cases than tlx: strictly separable one of the previous
_.--.— —... _ ^?
	
_•'—	 _	 ._
_	 :;,:â .	 n..	
__._•	 —	
_	
.Cie'—a^a	 r.,^.^r^=,.Uti:»+'^^.....
	 ..	 .:--°.^..^:,^ •w• t'^_.++''^J"
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sub-section. Whe4 a one-electron equation of the form ( 1) iia not.,
separable as it stands, the first step towards finding a solution, is
unually to expand the perturbation V and the leave function 	 in
terms of a cnmp ?ete orthogonal set in one or two of the coordinates.
To illustrate . the method. consider first the imporr.tnt case of.a spheri-
cally symmetric unperturbed wave function .-y(r) perturbed by a potential
V(r,0,() which may be expar^dEd- in spherica y. harmonics Yam
V I	 V" (r)YRm(Oh)	 (33)
F may be similarly expanded to give
F =
	 FRm(r)Yfm(O,O)	 (34)
m
By uabstituting these expansions into (3) and separating the harmonic
components we get
dF
Tr r2V2 dr
	
-, 	 1) 21 ' , m = 2rziyVmr , { _ -,'",s ^= 0'1,2,,..).
(35)
This is a set of ordinary.linear"inhomogeneous second order differential
equations which, although they are not directly. integrable by :,Iuadratui'e
for ,Q 0 , may be solved either by inspection or by standard procedures.
From the - formal standpoint the key to solving an equati on - rf the
type (15) is a solution of the'corre ,ponding homogeneous equation; which
may be written
12K + 2 d n	 dR _ ^,Q + 1 K a 0	 (36)
dr2	 dr dr	 r
-32
ti If such .a solution	 K	 is Ynotin we repeat the device (2) used in
simplifying the original perturbation equation and put
F	 =	 Kf	 (37)Xm
i
By substituting into (35), multiplying by 	 K	 and rearranging, -:e get.
r
^ Tr}	 j	 2rV^^y	 (38)Tr (r2*^,.
The equation is now in the one-dimensional fora discussed in sub-section
2(a).'of. this Chapter and may be integrated immediatelyto giveZ
- 2 2 2df
r	 K	 {r}	 (39)dr	 am
where
.
r
lq	 -	 2	 s-KyV j^*ds	 (40)m(rj
'V	 o
For the ground state Eq. (39) may be integrated again directly. 	 For
excited states the unperturbed wave . function * .vill possess nodes,
and so also may the solution	 K	 of the homogeneous-$q. (36). 	 This
situation has been discussed in sub-section 2(11) of this Chapter.
The singularities of 	 f	 may be ^althex avoided by integrating along-
a contour	 C	 is the comple.{ plane-which avoids the zeros of 	 if	 and
R , or the poles may be subtracted out. 	 For reasons of space we shall
giv¢ only the complex integral foam of 	 F	 which is
g, r
F	 (r)	 -$(r)	 f(o) +	 r	 2.^ ds	 (41)o	 s y
L=
0,
AS .:_
.
.
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The second order energy can be written in a form analogous to (26)'
2
(2)	 *M.-
	
ds	 (42)
o
^m
and likewise the third order energy. In many cases, however, it may
be easier and quicker to obtain a particular integral of the inhomo-
geneous equation than to solve the homogeneous one and integrate.
The case in which W is an orbital eigenfunction with non-zero
angular momentum . 'L
y► 	 RL(r)YLM (030) 	(43)
is similar in principle but somewhat more complicated in general,.and
is therefore treated in App.ndix B. ' However .then the perturbation V
is radial, that is for the componenet Voa , the first order equation
may bn integrated directly to give
r
F(r) = F(c) +	 [14/s 2 RL 2 ds	 (44)
0
where
r	
ggM(r) = 2 ,
	
s2RLV I Lds	 (45)0
The second order energy ran he written as usual either in the form
(see Brown and Hirschfelder, 1963 )
'	 co
c(2) 	 IM/sltj2 ds	 (46)
p
or
ritV^ g
^(2) a- z M 2--- Z dr -
	 C	 Loo-L dr	 (47)J	 j^ r ao r RL	 o	 j
E
'r(x) = 
r2R,
4. Second and Higher Order Equations
So far-we have only considered the first order equation.. The
second order perturbation equation corresponding to (1), con , be obtained
from .(2.4) and is
(H _ 
^)y (2) + V ^j (1)
	
(2), 
Y C	
(54)
4
1
It has the same form as. Eq. (1) except"that the inhomogeneous term
s
involves 
-q	 which must be knoim before ^r	 can be found. To
r
solve Eq. (50) tie therefore put
and suppose that fI) EV is Imam. Then by the manipulations
described at the beginning of this section we get
V . (* ^O)	 2f (vtF '	(2))	 (2)
J
This equation is now of the same form as Eq. (8) s and can solved.by
the same, techniques.
The greatest need for explicit forms of the second order perturba-
tion functions is in order to correct the zeroeth order approximation
to a second order property; this is discussed Chapter IV. The search
for explicit solutions of the higher order equations follows the same
3 e
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pattern as that of the first and second order equations. However
'	 they are not usually of special significance.
B. Variational Solution
When the unperturbed equation is not separable, or when the partial
expansion technique requires an infinite series which only converges
olowly, it is nevertheless often possible to obtain a useful variational
approximation to the perturbed wave functions. Ttds is indeed the only
effective method when the perturbation is due to electron repulsion.
The basis of the variational approach is discu ssed fully in', .--
Chapter V. There is a variational principle of a very general kind
for each order of perturbation Llhch may be derived from the Pita
•
	
variation principle for the total energy. In practice it is natural
to choose a special form of these principles, of which the prototype
is that for the first order wave function introduced by Hylleraas.(1530 ).
1. HyIlerans Variction Principle for Ground State
Hylleraas pointed cut that for the ground state of a system Eq.
(1) is equivalent to the variation principle
IE
	
? g 2)	 (53)
where
t^} itl) t
	
)tl)> + ^ (1^ V' >+r,V'r (1) >	 (54)
and
	
l} io arbitrary; the equality in (53) only holds when the
variption function y:= (1} ^ the true first ord-er • wave = funotion. The
principle is easy to prcve: by substituting ,-M 	 + -(1)
in (2) we get
.7
^p
^I+
The term in . ZS vanishes because of ' ( '1 1 and the term in	 is positive
because	 is the lc-uest eigenvalue of Fl o	Clearly the same argu-
went also appiie3 to excited states which are the 1oviest of each symmetry
class of the total Hamiltonian A R  -f- A V .
If the first order eq-.aations cannot be solved analytically it
may nevertheless be possible to get a good approximation to C (2) and
N
V(1) by inserting a trial function V(1) in' (54) and making iE(2)
a	 stationary with respect to the variation parameters appearing in y(1)i
If the trial function is a linear combination of orthogonal functions
& then	 (2) has a form similar to Eq. (B.6). This procedure was
introduced by uylleraas and has been used by him (1956;71958) in
approximating to the second order energy in the lIZ expansion of two-
electrcn atoms. This Rork on He-like systems has been continued to
higher orders of perturbat-.on of Scherr and Knight (1963 )i ,and. is
discussed in Chapter-%I.
one of the most important applications of the variational principle
is to determine an approximate tl) in order to calculate the first
order corrections to expectation values (see Chapter IV). In cases
where the unperturbed cave function V is not known exactly, Eq. (54)
may still be used to determine an approximate 	 by making	 ()
stationary, but in such a case E (2) is no longer a correct varriational
approximation to C (2)	 This approach hai been used extensively in
abielding calculations .sud is further discussed in Chapter-V (see in
particular footnote 8 1 uhere the functional ti (2) is denoted by JH ).
I 
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IV A/(a) Di^ s_i:,hlet Fern, 	 llera`s Pr. inciple. If we put	 _ F as
in Eq. (2) and regard the magnitude of F as a variable^we can minimize
G (Z) e-nplicitly to get a form homogeneous in F
	
^v,Y 7^(HQ -	 }Y^,y a
The denominator in this expression can be written
<VJF (H0 - L )'1 ? _ {`W^F(H0 - I'Ho)y
and if Ho has the fora of-Eq. (5) then
MO	 2
y (xa^ ° FHo)^ _	 (yoi'; - ^oi • (z^u%i)
On integrating this expression we get.
•	 < W 9I. (HoY - FHo)V 	 _	 ^^,	 (iii`) 2^i
provided that the surface integrals of 4AFF 7v F vanish. Equation (56)
can then be written
ii
it is clear from this force that the second order energy for the ground
state is aluays negative.
Prager and Hirschfelder (1963) have recently pointed out that the
•	 firot order-Eq. (8) is analogous to a 31:-dimensional Pois3on t s equation
in electrostatics, F playing the role of the electrostatic potential,
2
y that of a variable dielectric constant and ­V*12n that of the
charge density. The variation principle in the form (57) is well
a¢ .
hna-,-ju.in electrostatics as the Dirichlzt principle for the . self energy
of a charge distribution.
A particularly simple general type of variation function which-,.has
proved useful in connection with this formula when V is scalar is
F	 Ve	 (58)
Tabich leads to
Unfortunately the derominator . diverges in the important ease - of electron
ra"p 'Fls on so that	 () = 0
2, 'Extension of Hylleraa 'Principle to. Excited , States
The n-4ual extension.o€ the Ritz variation principle to excited
states requires knotaledge of the exact perturbed wave functions of the
lawer states of the same sy.
 etr  Approximate energies and wave
functicna fcor the exc ; ted states can of course be cbtn_ned an the
= process of minimizing the trial energy
-
expression for the ground. state,
but in general these approximations are unbounded. The only case in
which the approximate energy is an upper bound to the ext:ited state
energy is when it is the lowest state of a given symmetry type. An
i=2-ortant advantage of the more restricted variation principle for the
second order energy is that } as sho rum by- Sinanoglu (^961b) 3
 it can be
fairly easily modified to apply to an excited state if the unperturbed
wave functions for the lower states are knG-Ton.
!Consider the variation ^ ^ q2) to the ex=ited state q when
Y
wwwl^v.ww^Ir!Ilp
.	 I
(60)
q
2) is stationary with respect to changes)
IE q2) = e3 V q1) a (So Cq) -M >
The reason this is not always positive is that the variations will in
general contain components	 k(k < q) which give rise to terms
( k - C q ) which are negative. These comTonents are in fact known
euactly from perturbation theory, and the -variational method suggested
by 5inanoglu is to insert them in the first order trial whve function
1) and to vary only that part of if ql) which is orthogonal to all
the lower states. That is, we put
^(1)	 g's 	 ^(ql}	 (6l)
'q 	 ^ C
k<q q	 k
where
^Yk,  Ql)	 = 0	 (k < q)	 (62)
By substituting (61) into , (54) we get
(2)
2
Iy!q	 + <X M, 	 - C }^ (l)^ + 2^ X(1) ' !
k<q.
q	 lFk	 q	 q	 q	 q.^	 qq
(63)
where V' = V - C ql)	 Let	 ql^ be the exact part of ql orthog-
onal to uk(k < q) , . and put IX ql} - q1} + ^	 1}	 Then lag the
analogue of Eq. (55) we have
C (2) - x(2) ^	 (1) (^
	 +C )	 } > ? 0	 (64)
q	 ^1	 4	 o	 q
for variations	 ^ql) for which
< V	 Y)	 0 (k < q)	 ;65)
.r
s.
..	 . _ ..	
.. _.	
_.	 :	 -„^-.:.....^,^ 1,'^- ' . ^•^--:yi;: _v.^. :.. ^'.'.^..:-^^.-.. _^,`r.: ^. r^-.:rte ^Y '_:_::.:^az^.....r.r.^^+..tlHl'-^:Mtl
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Ml ereas the exact . solutions vql) of the first `order equations
for different.states q t7ou].d yield gave functions orthogonal to the
first order in %i , this is not generally the case for variational
approximations. The conditions under which it is true are derived in
g	 Chapter V.
3. Variation Principle for Second Order Perturbation Rquatio-,,:
The variation principle of the Hyllerans type (53) for the second
order perturbation function (2) given by equation (50).`ts
S [ (4) > JS (4)	
_06)
where
(^) a < (2) >{ a -	 (2) > +(2),FiQv(1) + { (1),Vj-(2).^
Ert l)
 is the exact solution of (1) and tf(2) is arbitrary. For cases
in which . (50) cannot be solved e.;.plicitly it is therefore possible to
dbtaf.n a variational approximation for f/ 	 by making	 {4).
stationary with respect to parameters appearing In the trial function
r t2)	 An obvious drawback to this procedure is that it requires an
exact 1^(1) and if fir() can be obtained e:.plicitly then so in 811
likelihood can (2) and the problem is not cne requiring the varia-
ti.onal aaproximation. The difficulty can be overcome - in principle by
adopting the approach of Chapter VT, Vaich is to reformulate the second
` j	 order stage its pertuvbation.theory a, a ne First order problem.
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C. Variational principles for Lct ;ar Boun3s to the Bnerny
In this 'section we shall discuss tz7o other variation principles
which. unlike the Ritz principle, give loner bounds to the energy of
the ground state. The first of these, due to Temple (1928 ), applies
to all orders of the energy, but has the di.szdvantage of requiring
knm7ledge of the unperturbed energy of an e_-e lted state. The-second.,
which has been discovered recently by-Prager and IIirschfelder (1963 ),
is specifically for the seeond order energy pnd doss not require
knowledge of an.excited state.
1. Tem le princi le	 _ s -	 - .r,
This principle (Temple, 1928 ; Hylleraas, 1961 - ) is based -' on the
inequality for the exact 'Ha:ailtonian	 r• c;
•	 ^(a - $off l y (^ " ^l) y	 > H	 (68)
.
.
where Bo and L 1 are the two lowest elgenvalues of H' (of a given
symmetry) and	 is any variation''- function. By moos of the usual
perturbation expansion we can deduce a second order result which may
be combined with (53) to give
.r(l) .	 - 0 }	 2
0 E	 (2) - (2) C 	 C(H 	 ^0 aJ* V + Q o^	 (69)0	 0 	 <a
where 4E (2) is given by (54). Prager and Hi.rschfel.der (1963) have
improved th's upper bound €urtiier by optimizing with respect to the
magnitude of yro(1) which leads ' to
o _	 ^	
^0	 go	 (70)
	
1	 ^ 
iL
4
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(7l)-
i	 where
VIV (H -
	
1^
<	 < 0 0	 0 0
A. 
0	 O>	
C-0
(1)
B <-(RO	 ISO)WO (HO	 0 0 L 0	 .0	 0 0
The simpler inequality
0 >	 2'
I Vok0
(V#)2
(2) (72)
O
10..
C- k*> 1
follo-aa either by dropping the positive term A 0
2 IB 0 or by setting
T(1) It can also be obtai-ned from the exact perturbation expan-
sion (2.20) by approximatiug,the denominators	 byk	 . 0 	
and using the closure relation for the complete unperturbed set
n
it is originally due to Uns31d (1927'). It is interesting to note 3
that if this approximation
-
is made in the sum (2.17) for the first.
order -wave function we get the form (58).
V?
0
'50 0
The Temple variation principle and the crude f	 ower bound
• .^.(72) suffer-from the disadvantage that they require a kwwledge of the
unperturbed energy IE of the first excited state xhich is coupled to
the ground state by the perti• bation V: -This may not be knotm.
2. Analogue of ThodsWkil-s' Principle
The electrostatic naalogy mentioned above has recently been
fruitfully exploited by Winger and Hirschfeld.er (1963) to provide a
: (2) 
whichvariational lower bound for J	  does nct require knowledge
711^ 77
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	of	 l	 The principle in question is the analogue of Thomson's
principle in electrostatics, and may be stated in the form.
i
,w
uhare the trial vectors Gi satisfy the equation
t4o 
Gi)	
_ 2,q V"
.*o	 (75)
pond  the bomidary cone R Lions
tr,	
0 on boundaries	 (76)
but are otherwise arbitrary. The equality holds if and only.lif
®iy , when (74) reduces to (12). The proof-is simple. Substitute
9ilr i- 45 Gi into (74) to get
(2) 
	
^a ' G W	 (2) +^y 'V•lr. b G ,* >^'^'^ 'sG G l
	
0	 0- i.:-^i a!^	 o 	 o i.	 ^^ i o	 o .4i ^•i o
(77)
But
^o iySGi^o 
3 V
ii (x`02 L1G - FVi • (* a Gi)
	
(78)
The secwW team vanishes by (75) and the integral of the first term
by (76). Hence
o	 — E o	 -^	 ,a b G
i flGityo>
i
and the ineV.ality is proved. In the three -dimensional case the diffi-
culty of obtataing a vector solution of (75) can be overcome by putting
44
G	 ^2 ^( + i) d- D	 (79)
d
wham	 is a solution of the Poinson equation	 i
Q2
	,x2qo (q _	 (1) o 	 ($0)i
4V ea by
1	 I(VI " Col)) 0
2n	 r	 r	 ^.	 .
to a solution of Laplace's equation chosen so that the boundary
4 -^	 'vector ucc#bLi..^.[+^^^ ®( ^ -^- t^)	 0 are satisfied, and D iom. s 8	 su h
that UD 0 and cinich vanishes at the boundary' but is otherwise
f
'f
.t s
ti •
r	
e n
'^'	 -;-..a^'•^,:.-£ ^. 	 ' ^^ ^	 ^ ^-+"`mac^ww•-+.'-rerr^^..a.,._•a— 	
- — __	
-sr^.	 w	 .`— r..r: ra^r^-.. _.^aa.s.. —.i..^ ^.^ .Z.^r 	 _	 _ .-^ ,.. ^...,r.	 r ns	 _	 .. •.._•r.
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s
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER III
1. This is possible If the perturbation V is a real Hermitian
operator, vl.Aich is uLsally the case. The only important exceptione
are magnetic perturbations.
2. Attention must be paid to the behavior of the right-hand side of
Eq. (33) at the lmwer limit when r-41 0 	 For example, assuming
r(0) j$ 0 , V 2 m = r and K t r_k at the origin, we must have
k < 2-!-.9 in order that M(r) exists. It will t ually be possible
to find a solution K(r) of Eq. (36) ,which behaves correctly at
the origin.
3. The authora are indebted to Mr. W. J. Meath for this observation.
r ^	 _	 , y	 ''•.., ^^F	
S Sty
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1_0
IV. i^^MMATION VALUES AIM DOUBM PERT'URBATIOU TMEORY
In this chapter the perturbation theory of expectation values
of operators other than the energy is discussed. The moat important
properties of particular states of a system are of two kinds, and can
be written as the expectation values of two differexit kinds of operators.
First order properties,.such as permanent dipole and Quadrupole
moments, diamagnetic susceptibilities, charge densities at the nucleus,
are the straight e=pectation values of operators 1 .1 , which are usually
the sum of one-electron operators. For a system with Hamiltonian H
in a state with energy and normalized eigenfunction 	 , the expecta-	 i
tion value of 1 .1 is s-imply
E L 1
< W > _	 'W 1^	 (1)
Such expectation values can be brought within the framework of perturba-
tion theory by introducing a fictitious Hamiltonian
j!f= H + AW
with eigenvalues 1-0 (^ s so that	 (o) =.R	 Then since. [I
by the Hellmann-Feynman theorem,
(2)
(a^ay,. ) =o	 .
Thus 'W can be regarded as a first-order perturbation energy X(1)
in the perturbation e:tpanszion Of
a	 %B + "M "1) + JU-2E (2^ + ...	 (3)
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Second order propartica include electric pol.ariaabilitiea, para-
maenatic nucceptibilitieo, optical rotary constants, chemical shifts,
nuclear spin-opin coupling constants, nuclear chielding constants, long
range Van der Waals into action constants.. These are all essentiLlly
sacond order . energies 8(a) associated xAth the Hamiltonian rk .
(which in this cane will usually hav7- physical significance) and can
be- vvitten in fond
,uhare ( is the solution of the equation
SQconi order properties can be vrittvn formally a3 expectation valuee.'
of operators involving.the inverse of (H - H) ; thus Q can be re-
Gardcd as the operator
Q	 - al - <14	 (H -.;J) (1 .1 - (W>)	 .	 (6)
Since the exact eigcnfunctions	 of many-electron atoms 'and-
molecules-are unl:ncn=$ the calculation of first and accond order
-properties otar-to with approximate v7ave functions V	 The approximate
expectation values calculated in this Garay compare unfavorably in<....•
accuracy with the energy, because. whereas knoctledge of an approximate-
wave function 3{ is sufficient to calculate the energy through first-
order • in _the error ., thin is not - true in general for any +ether operator. ..
TIYe corrections to such approximate a pectation Valued-Are therefore,
a natter of importance. The Ha3iltonian H - can be written in- the force
f^
L
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H - II +AV
o^
where 
o 
is the approxizmte (unperturbed) Hamiltonian corresponding
to the approxir.:te gave function V (= y (o) ) and lI V is the remainder
which is responsible for the corrections. Since expectation values
can be regvrded as perturbation energies associated with an operator
El , tha appropriate tool for calculating the corrections in a systematic
rmnzw.arr is a dciibl.e perturbation theory based on the Hamiltonian
^- o + AV -E-AH	 (7)
Vida approach has been used extensively by Dalgarno and his collaborators
(Dalgarno a&,A LzWia, 1955 ; Palgarno and Stewart, 1958b) and is the
cubject of the present chapter.
dttelatioa is naturally focussed on the leading corrections of
fi4at order in the actual.- or fictitious perturbation parameter
At first sight even these seen it.possibly difficult to obtain explicitly
hecalizn_ they involve perturbed wave functions such as 	 1)  given by
Eq. (3.1) for the case in which the perturbation involves the two-
electron mpulcion to-;—oz. Fortunately it is not in fact necessary to
f!,Lad such wave functions in order to ovaluate the first order .or-
xections to expectation values, as the corrections can be expressed
entirely in terms of integralu involving only the accessible solutions
of first ordcr perturbation equations elith one-electron perturbation
terns. The theorem permitting this alternative form has been exploited
very thoroughly _ . for atom3 by Dalgarno and his collaborato rs (U.15
1950b, 1960 ), and together with the integrability of the one-electron
. .I
.	 I
`.,
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first-order equations has al'.owed them to evaluate the leading
corrections to the expectation values for a variety of operators. For
this reason 'eye refer to the relation as Dalgarno's Interchange Theorem;
it is derived in Section H of this Chapter.
Schwartz (1959 ) has developed what appears to be a different
approach in that he deliberately avoids the use of a Hamiltonian HQ
corresponding to the apprcaimate wave function
	
and bases his
mdthod on a variation principle (see Chapter V). However, since he
toe seeks to calculate < W > and	 Q > correct to the first order
in	 - ^r , the results are equivalent to those of double perturbation
theory, as we shall shca. It should be emphasized that, as stated in
the Introduction, a Hamiltonian 
Ho 
can always be constructed and
•
used in the formal development of perturbation theory. An interesting
feature revealed by Schwartz's approach .ls that H o may then be
eliminated from the final formulae it desired.
A. Double Perturbation Theory
The Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation formulae of Chapter II are
easy to generalize to double perturbation problems there the Hamiltonian
Y^ is given by Eq. (7). The basic assumption is that the wave fuaac-
Lion 0 and energy	 for the perturbed state can be expanded in
a double pat•1er series in A and A ,
hn^ u(n,m)	
(S)
n=o m=o
71n
'O^LM E(n'm)	 (9)
n=o m=o
^.^ a - e	 1^ -_ xr	 '..^.^-M61:1!1 ..	 wtisbF.►-:•	 IL
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The resulting perturbation equations for 	 y ( ' 0)	 and	 C (n' Q)	 are
i^
the same as- Eqs. (2.3) through (2.10) with 	 (n.,0)	 replacing	 (n)	 .
and	 C (n,0) - replacing	 07. 	 Similarty, the relations for	 (00n)
p. and	 E (0 ' n)	 are the sauce as Eqs. (2.3) through-(2.10) with	 (0 n)
z!
replacing	 (n), 	 IE(01n)	 replacing	 (n) ,	 W	 replacing	 V	 and
W ,
 =-W - x (0 ' 1)	 replacing	 V • ..	 It is -only the mixed perturbation
equations which are essentially new, the general irember being
t
n	 m
f (n, m)	 r (n-1,1A)	 *	 (n ,m 7"	 (j ,k)	 (n_ j ,m-k)4 VHOV	 ,	 f ,Iy	 (10)`",
3=0 k=o
In order that	 be normalized to unity for all values ,,f A
and	 , the perturbed wave functi:ms	 (j 'k)	 must satisfy the
conditions, analogous to.$q. (2.5)3
n	 m
6
(J,k)
A
En-j, i-k)	
_	
S
no	 o	 n,m = O^la2, 	
(lx^.
=o k=o
A general expressicn for the mixed order	 IE (n,m)	 can be obtained by
multiplying Eq. (2.22) by 	 ej* 	 and integrating over all space,
+ ^Y:T•^	 /
.; (12)n	 m
jo	 ka	 jn	 kmJ
J=O kao
These druble perturbation energies can be expressed in a variety-of
forms, some oZ vhich are discussed in Section B.
1. 2xPectatian Values
The first and second order properties < W'> and <Q
associated with an operator •i1 can be expanded in powers of the
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perturbation paracrtuter 7% , and . the coefficients expressed in tierms
•	 of the perturbation energies C(n'm)	 The general'connectiozi can
bL made by ccmparin Eqs. (3) and (9), t-inich leads to the expansions
00
g(m)	
^n C (n,m)	 m 0;1,000	 (13)
n=o
The corresponding perturbed wave functions are given by
00
(m) 3	 +. ^, (n 'm)	 ^ m ^ 0,1,...	 (14)
lJ
n«o
(a) Vi^_3t Order . Properties_. The first order property {W > defined
by Eq. (1) can be expanded in powers of	 by means of. Eq. (14).;
n
/;'I >
	
n  <*(ksp) ,W*(n-k '0) >	 ,	 (15a)
n=o k=o
+ .1 ^v (1 '0) -tjq> + <*,W*( 1 110 )>
(15b)
In this form the first order correction involves 	 (1 , 0) , which is
the solution of the equation
(HQ -
	
)VI (1,0) + V 1* _ 0	 (16)
that has been made orthogonal to * . Equation (15) is useless for
explicit calculation since Eq. (16) cannot be solved ij closed form
`	 it V com airs two-particle electron repulsio n terms. Note that.
since W = . .E (l) 	 the corrections in.Eq. (15) can also be written in
i6 ,
 form
o0
<W >
	
,n 
(n. 1)
	 (17)
n=o
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(b) Second Order Properties. The second 	 prop2rty < Q > dp.-f ^!ned
by Eq. (2) can be expanded in powers of 	 by means of. Eq. (14):.,..,
Do	 n
<	 ;,nr<,(k.,I)",,, (n-k.,O) >	 ( 18 a)
n=0 k=o
< * (0,1)	
> +	
+ <* 1., 0)
	
1, 0)	 +
(18b)
Tahere *(011) is the solution of
(Ho
	C.	 + w t	 0	 19a)
and	 is the solution of Eq. (10) With n m 
I
,(H	 E)*	 + V	 + W (11 OY
	
0	 (20)
The initial approximation for < Q> given by the first term of
;:Eq. (16b), has the same form as a second order energy, and requires
for its evaluation the solution of Eq. (19a). As discussed in Chapter
TIIAj an equation of this type can frequently'be solved explicitly
whey If is a one-particle cperator by putting so t
it assumes the form of -,Eq. (3.3), namely
^ac,F^ 
+ W t*
.	
. 0 	 (19b)
If R HO A V is a 'function. of c'ooi rdifiates only we 'can go one stio
further and eliminate S
o 
to get 8chvyartz l b (1950 ).form
[H,FI +	 0	 (190
I
A;
1F ^.
I..M
.
An far as the correction t. rms are concerned, however, Eq. (20)
is no easier to solve than Eq. (16) . Thus the 'Form (10) is of little
prtvctical interest for calculating the correction terms. Bate. that
aimce <0 > = E (2) the corrections may elso be written in the form
an
CQ > =	 An E(n,2)	 (21)
n o
U A P
.
B. Dalgarno's ?nterchan,&e Theo_n_m
the general form of this theorem (Dalgarn,o and Stewart, 1958b)
allaus one to express the mixed perturbation energies 4E"' 	 entirely
in terms of the 17-perturbed furttiaus W (01 °1) . To establish the con-
naetion it is convenient to int7:oduce the Hamiltonian
H*	 Ho + W	 (22)
with eigentunctions 	 and eigenvalues E* . The perturbation
e:^pauslonq of	 (normalized) and
	
are given by Eqs.. (g) and
(9) as
ao
m(0.,m)	 (23)
U o
00
B	 j 0"m E.(0 'm)	 (24)
M=O
Let us noel regard — as the single perturbation Hamiltonian
+ D	 (25)
The first order energy is simply
NW
kz/)
	
'	 rig
	g.'.a 	 r	 _
Xs	 s
no	 m
	
k	 But by the definition of : Z (l) it follc►as frcm (9) t
co
D4M ,,(].m)
	^'	 I	 ^	 m=o
and therefore by compari.ng . Egs.. (26) and- (27),
This proves that the integral s : in! Eqs. (15) and (1$) ' involving : 14(1.'m)
can be interchanged for-others involving - Vq(4 ' l) , which is the
content-of the Interchange Theorem.
(a) 11rs_t Drdgr Sj2g:rtieg. By using . Eq. - (28) for	 , 	 the
expectation valup. .of . , W through the first 'order'-can be written ii 't(i -`
fora (Ddlgarno ,and ste, mrt, 1956b)
(29a)
where ^t^^ 	 is the solution of.-Eq. (19) . But putting . r (0 ' 1) 	 Fi
and	 v = B - a .Eq. _ (29a) can be written in the form .derived by
Schwartz (1959
< V >	 [W-+ F(H.	 (it	 Y	 (2'09b)
tahere F • ia given: by, Eq. • (19c) arid, fallowing Sclwartsy
j	 hoe been .introduced to free 	 •from.the usual ort-hogonality restriction
F-
a.,
0	 1
?^::.
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<gt,r > = 0	 Since 13q. (19) can usually be solved explicitly, and_
•	 the integrations in .Lgs. (29) are straightforward, < W > can now 3e
calculated exactly to the same order of accuiacy as the energy,
(b) Second Order Properties. In a similar fashion the use of Eq. (28)
for	 (2'l) allows the second order property <Q > to be written
is the form
<Q>	 (0,I)IVO + ;k[<*("'),V*> + Cg,V*(0,2)> +: C*(°' l)1VV(0'l^}^
+ ...
	 ,	 (30a).:
cohere the function *(0^2) is the solution of the second , order single.
perturbation equation
(0,2) 
	
(0.1)	 (0,2)
`Ho ^ F-)* 
	
+ W 1* 	 ^ ^ 	 0 
	 (3la)
Schwartz ' s (1959 ) form of 8q. (30a) can be obtained in a similar
b	 g V 2 = Gtr
	
) y puttin 	 (0 ' )fashion to - Eq. (24b	 , etc.,. and making the
additional assumption that V is a function of coordinates only:
[1-1 1 17. + G(H - i).+ (H - H)G + ^FI 2 (H 	 (30b)
Equation (31a) can be written in terms: of G and F , and H o can be
eliminated in favor or H , to give the equation quoted by Schwartz:
I'1 Gj * + W'I'Y - ^ (0 ' 2^^ = Q	 .(31b)
Since this quation can also frequently be solved explicitly by the
tachniques of Chapter III, the first order corrections to < Q > can
be calculated exactly in a large number of cases. This result has
3
been very widely applied to the calculation of the second order
r
a
properties of atoms :,y many authors -(see Dalgarno,- 1962 Z .
C. Solution of Yerturb4*^on.Fquations
The methods of :solving Hqs. (19) and (31) when W is a one-electron
operator have been thoroughly discussed in Chapter IIIA. These equa-
tions correspond to.Egs. (3.1) and (3.50), the only differences being
	
^	
t
the notational ones: ^I' ^ V'	 (0, l) 3 *(1) 
.1
(0W , 2)> ^ (2)
(p ,2) -^ (2)
	 When explicit solutions for *(0.,1) and ry(0,2)	 s
cannot be found, varicus approximate variational techniques can be
used. The straightforward methud,discussed in Chapter IIIB, is to use
the Hylleraas variation principles,.Egs (3.54) and (3.67). Modifications
have also been used (Xarplus and Kolker, ]963x) and are discussed.- °
briefly in Chapter-RI.
The only cases in which explicit formulae can be given for the
corrections' arp when the equations ahe -one-dimensional or separable.
In the .- one-dimensional case discussed in Chapter III.. Section A2,, the
first order carrection t (1 ' l^ can be expressed in a•form similar to'. -.
-8q. (3.26) which applies to ground or excited states, namely
	
b M(a)  N (z) dz
	 ,	 (32)
where
z
MW	 2 *V'y► d	 ,	 {33)
NW _ 
2 n z Wl*dl	 . (34)
a 
A similar type of formula' can b,: derived when H and W 'are separable'
in the same coordinate system (see AppeAdix'D).'
4W-
. 1
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D. Exnansion-in Perturbed-'nnd Unperturbed. $i enfunctions
•	 In this section the expression of the first and second order.
properties <17 > and <Q > - in terms of the perturbed eigenfunctions
•
	
	 k of 11 	 perturbation) and in i:erma of-the unperturbed
eigenfunctions 4-k of Ho (double perturbation) are presented.
Ve begin by considering the difference between first and second
order properties. Whereas the expectation value of W for a particular
state q of a system with Hamiltonian H requires only a, knowledge
of x , namely
Il) q - < Q ii1q, ^	 ,	 (35)
the formal expression for the second order property < Q > in terma
of the solutions of H requires the entire spectrum of eigenfunctions
and eigenvalues. This can be seen by expanding x , given by -Eq. (5),
in terms of the eigenfunctions 	 ar.' eitbstituting into 8q. (4).
The resulting well known expression has exactly the same form as the
second order energy expansion Eq. (2.70) and is
<Q
 >q	 BA - g	 (36)
^.q k
where
Wqk	 ` Tq'Wk / .	 (37)
the sum is to be taken to include integration over the continuum, and
the prime indicates that states with energy Eq are to be omitted.
It is Listructive. to compare these:. formally exact expressions.'
with the approximate expressions obtained when H = H o + AV and we	 4
J V
regard only th- spectrum of the .unperturbed Hamil,tor.ian H ,4a known. 	 i
o	 t
J e:^panding the pertu;.bation functions ^ (^' l) and * (^' 2) of BOG.
(19) and (31) in terms of the unperturbed functions W k and using
Eqs. (29) and (30) we obtain
' 
W 
(o) (o)
W	 = W(o) + 2 ^	 °.	 + ...	 (38.)g	 qq	 kk	 q
t w(o)ta(0)	 , (v(o)^^(°)1.1(°)+ W(°)v( °)w(°)+ ^JO)1(o)v(°))
/ON	 2qk _^.^...^^._gk k-i 3 9._. _ _ q c
k 16 g lek	 k . j	 q	 q	 J
(39)
where
Wgg) 
u <*q'W'q
Wk	 = <vvigij > - bkj.<Iq' q^	 (40)j 
v() 	 < V, ,V-q j	 - k^ j <ya ,Vatq> (all k, j except - k.	 = q) .
The first order corrections due to the 'perturbation V are effected
through the matrix elements9() in the terms of order
There are two important and related second order properties of
electronic systems which . we.shall consider in more detail to exemplify
these formulae. They are the nolarizability o(. of an atom or mole-
cute and the Van der-Waals constant C for the^loug range interaction
of two atoms or molecules.
The operator -W for the polarizab,Uity . tensor. is the electric.:
dipole moment vector
.	 1
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^SOLS	 :.	 (41)
s
where es andr S are the charge (see footnote 2, Chapter . X) and*
position of particle s , and the summation is over all particles. The
me= polarizability ;ar a system , n state q , given by: Eq. (36), ca:t
be wzItten (cf. ' Chapter X., where CE is. used in the sense of x:3ae. B . ,
in the present chapter)
f k	
^..
where fqk is the means oscillator strength defined by'
k = 4Ek 'Eq) I < TV A^'q > 1 ^	 (4 3)q
If the atom or molecule is isotrdpic then	 .
tlqk *^ 2(Ek - Eq} ( )qk
	
when ( } qk	 q'/x %Yk 	 (44) _.
rind x is one of the components of ^t:
The zeroeth order approximation , 0( q°} to the • polaiizability -of
a oysiem based on an approximate wave' function(q0) .. • such as a
HartreerFock, which takes inadequate account of electron repulsion
will be Siver. br Eq. (38), namely.
.	 C(q
	 E 
	
(45)
k (^q : Ek)
The .leading correction for the perturbation v which involves.the
€
too-particle electron repulsion terms, is given by
^l
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(46)
	
5.0) 00)
lk	
(o) + 2 
(0) V.O;V"oj
	
10^& i C1	 qk2	 --j' i 4q	
Eq - Ek) ( C-q 	 'Ej
Where 
vii is defined by Eq. (40) and
(0)	 (47)
P ki
	
<"k-,/Ak*j > 6kj <*q-)Ax*q >
Ute treatment 
.
of : the Van der Waa 1i constanttant C Is similar see
Mpepter- X ,  Section C3). Consider the long ra-age interaction of two'Cj
Identical Atow:- A and B in ground S stated at distance R apart.
The leading teras in the multipole expansion of the interaction potential
is the taro-particle perturbation
a D a
- 34AX
 
/fix
 )	 (48)td	 R3 (J;.%A%- - AA-" 
uhere	 a aa n d )11^ -IL 
b 
are the electric -dipol e operators for- 4 sad, A 'i'
and ,,,a .,/A b are the cozaponent3 along the molecular axis. C is
-
dc^jnq.d as the coefficient of R 6 in the a2cpansion of the interaction
eneirgy in pmers of lIk	 The exact expressio-a for C in terms of
the atomic eiaenfunctions
Pk is thereforet
f f
C	 3	 (49)
	
E )(2	
'k	 (F -^- Ej - 2E q(E*- ^ 4
	
j	 q )
Houever if, as is the case for all atonic other than hydrogen, appr6ximAte
atomic wave functioqs 1 k
(0) 
are used then C has correction
terms of the arine kind as (40) and involving the same matrix elements.
--AJW^
A
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V. GRP1SM COIV ECTIONS $19TMMN PERTURBATION TMORY
AND THE E VARIATIONAL PRINNCZPM
There are many connections between perturbation Lheory and the
variational principle, some of vh ich have been discussed in the pre- :
ceding chapters. In this chapter we will explore certain of these
connections in more detail.
First we vi ant t:c emphasize that the relationship between perturba-
tion theory and the variational principle is two-way. Consider some
quantity * . A for which we wish a perturbation expressiszi, A -^, VnA(n),
Y,
where ^ is the order parameter. Then, ort the one hand?, given a
variational principle for A one can deiriVe variatiaiai principles
for the individuall'A(n) 	This possibility is obviously of great
practical importance. We have already discussed the case A = 8 , in
Chapter III and will discuss it further below. We would note however,
that one can do similar things if A is a scattering phase shift or a
scattering amplitude.
On the othtr hard the perturbation formula for A(0) + n) AM in
fact provides a variational principle for X because the mark of the
letter is precisely that it yields errors of second order. I
 We have
already had one example of this sort in Chapter IV in discussing the
connection between the double-perturbation and Schwartz approaches to
the calculation of expectation v.ues. Another, more familiar example 2
ip the following: From first order perturbation theory We knots that
^ ^1 (0) Is F-7 (0) } j ^,y'(^) ,* (0)> a -Z + ON ) whence we infer that
~ aw	 OW	 f..
< T H I >j <7% TP > is stationary for first order variations of 9
}
. M.,,,.,,..
A
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!bout the true grave function, which is of course correct. 3 As-usual,,
Tie use tilde to represent trial functions.
6
A. Perturbation Theory of the Variational Principle
Let us now consider the case A =-E in some ;detail where, for
notational simplicity, Tie continue to consider only a single perturbation
which may be though of e-trier as 1V or p-H.	 Thus, we consider
the Hamiltonian
_ o+ Ing.
and the associated stationary expression 'J where
r.
For fixed B one determine.: t • .le opt imal	 from SJ 0 and then
one determines E from J = 0	 We will symbolize this process by 	
a
J J = 0 , J = 0	 To derive variational expressions for individual
expansion coefficients we simply insert
J = ^ ^nJ(n) , yr = ^ VnW (n) s .. E _ ^ 1?^E(n}
into Eq: (l).and equate terms of like power of 	 to obtain the following
sequence of stationary expressions.
(l} _
	
0,{ ^' 1 B``))V{0)^ +{yr{0 a - E (0} } {1) >+<*(l)( go E(:°)(0)
.	 1
0(2) M>
 
+<7.(l) (°$1 	 1) ;*- (0)>< (0)
(0) (0
-1(0)	 Z(0) y-* Q) > + < VI-(2)
0	 0
(4)
(3)
etc.
1. First Order Variation Principle
We will ncra examine the content of each of these stationary
expressions in turn, Equation (2) is of course the variational expres-
cion for the zero order problem and requires no further comment.
(a) Delven' Variation Principle. Equation (3) is a variational
principle for H(T-)	 J(1) is stationary for variations of-	 and
0
about taeir correct values. Thus SP) 0 1	 C) 1(0) 0 can
provide approximate B	 (1) and (0)	 the latter in gen ,:-.ral
.
different from the approximate 	 furnished by o6J (0) 0
J(a) . 0 •
Until recently thin variation principle has not attracted any
attention. The reasons are simple:
M In the calculation of the energy levels of an isolated system
by perturbation theory ( Ro	 ;k V) one naturally chooses
00 so that j
(0) and hence E(1) are known exactly and one has no
need for J
(ii) In the calculation of the effects of external fields
( -Ro H	 ='/%J-7) , very . often _R (l)	 0 by symmetry -t.,hen'ce,
once again one has no need for J(1)
(i:U) Given, as is usually the case, a definite but approximate
n
a
I
I
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(0) i.e. a V(0) , then J 	 likely to be of little help in
deter.-pining an optimal ^y(l) because unrestricted variation ofr(1)
clearly yields.aa equation for y (0) not * (1) .
Hotaever, as has been pointed out recently by Delves, 5. if we do not
Imau y (0) exactly and if one is interested i 4 * (0) $ Hl (0)> for
same 111 , then this variational principle offers the possibility of
an improvement over	 (0),Hly(0)>	 tiore specifically the resultant
E(l) spill be correct to terms of order	 (0) - 
.Y (0) and	 { i j _ (1)
11aru.ver, this variational principle has at least two drawbacks:
(CC) Even for the ground state it is not a minimal principle, only.-.i:l
a stationary principle. 6 Thus what we hage termed an improvement -may
in fact not be an. at all, i.e. may not be numerically more accurate,
and iu particular one does not necessarily improve things by using
more elcborate trial functions.
•	 () Belated to this is the following: we are alloued to vary
{^') and ^r(1) i ndependently and this can lead to peculiar results.
In particular we may fix yr (0) (determined say from 461 (0) = 0
J(D) = O ) and vary only the scale of y(1) (i.e. wee write V
nu3 vary the parameter S ). One now rezadily finds that the optimal
F^(l) is simply d^^r M ,111t r0) > , i.e. no improvement.	 x
(b) Schwartz v
 Method. One may regard the Schwartz method_(discussed'in
Chapter IV and'shown there to be equivalent to the Double Perturbation
Method) to be a special case of the Delves variation principle- in'
which, for fixed iy(0) one restricts the freedom of "r (1) by requiring
that G-40)
 - (0) and ""(1) - (1) be of the same order, so that the
error in
	 is of order(0) _(0) ) 2 .
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This 13 done in the follcuine T-nay: uriLing (1) 
F*(0).
 wee,,have
the Dalgarno-Laois equation for -.F
(0)	 (0),
CRO
	
(0)	
<*
If noll we write (1)	 (0) it is c lear that the error in
%-All be of the same order as that in 	 if F satisfies
Fg. Im")	 (fel	
(0) 01; %0) >L 0
-jhich is the , Sehwarzz condition. As Schwartz notes, one can also
derive this -.::ion from a variation principle (see below), which
Chen can be used if necessary, to effect an approximate solution.
Z. Second Or&dr Vafi'&tUrial Principle
Equation (4 % is a variational principle for . 1	 Yr this
Senerdl form it has not been used though it could have applicability
to external field probleo3 where usually one does not know "(0)
exactly. Hm7ever, following Schwartz ,  it is probably better to restrict'..
and	 or following .Dalgarno., to use double perturbation
theory.
P(0)	 (0)	 (0).	 (0)if	 (0) is kncron exactly., i. e.
'EM ^ R (l) the% so far as the numerical value of 3	 and its
behavior under variations of 	 are concerned ure may drop the last
8 1
4 1
.a
I	 M
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tvo terms whence 6J (`°) = 0 , J(2 = 0 As identical to the Hylleraas
minimal  principle for B (^) and ^r (1)	 An essential point here is
that, in contrast to the situation with J 	 free variation of
W^?) does yield an equation for r (1)	 Similarly free variation of.
r (n) in J (2n) yields an equation for y (n) whence, if one knows the
loner orders exactly, one can derive frCM J (2n) a Hylleraas-like
variational Principle? which determines an optimal ^ (n) and an upper,
bound to ,E (2n) . 6
If on the other hand 	 is only approximate then the expression
J  - '0 with
JH = < r(0) { 1 - $(1) ) ` 1),^ -^< (1) (3 1^ - $(I) ) y(0)1
+ (1)^ ( ^ ' -(0) -(1)>o
With . ^ (4) a ^W (0) ^^^ V (0)^ and B (1) approximated by ^^(°^ , ^ l^y (^) >
can be used to determine an optimal y (1) for a given	 0)	 This'"
t^ (1^ can then be used in conjunction ulth J (1) = 0 to yield a
variational approximation to E (1) . S .indeed if tae trite r (1) = cly-(0)
apd make the approximation g(0)y(0)= 6V 0) then this becomes
exactly the method of Schwartz. In this connection one shcsld.note
that dray variation of y(1) without the approximation ,S (0)V (U) : Y(0)
leads to an equation which one can presumably not solve exactly since_,
1^y hypothesis, one cannot solve the associated hemogenecss equation.
On the other hand one may hope to solve` Schwartz' equation (5) .
U
^.4
B. Snee`i a1 Therems  for Variational Wave Functions
1. Ortho guality and Related Theorems
Ue could now go o^:. - and discuss J (3) etc. but since no new
questioi:a o4 prin ciple itrise rxnd the analysis becomes repetitive, we
x-74 11 terminate the detailed discussion at this point and turn to
another question: 'Thus far we have been concerned with a single state.
However, our variational procedures may well provide us with a number
of stationary solutions which one would then be tempted to associate
with various states. The question then arises--wi''l1 these several
solutions be orthogonal? In what follo-is we ::ill., among other things",
derive sufficient conditions for orthogonality. ile believe that they
are also necessary conditions if the orthogonality is to be enforced
only by the variational principle, i.e. if the sclutions in question
are not rte: iori orthogonal . by construction or because , of some ,symmetry
property.
Our basic tool is the observation that if 	 and	 are
P	 q
optimal trial functions then from ^J = 0 we have (varying ^ but
P-
not p" }
Ep
 ^ Vp^ p	 a ^ PP/
	
(5)
and (varying q but not 	 )
r
Mb
From nou on s:e will assume p 2'q	Then we have the following
theoreti:
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and 	 ^- 'Y
	
are possible variations of
actions then Irp and y q are orthogonal.
immediate. Simply insert the variations into
subtract to find
(a) If Vp _ N *q
the optimal trial fu
a
Proof: The proof is
Eqs. (6) and (7) and
(Ep
 - q) 117pI*q> - 0
which proves the theorem.
From this follow as special cases, for example the orthogonality
of the exact Y  and 4r  and of different solutions of the Rayleigh-
Ritz method. It is also of interest to make the following two remarks:
(b) Generalized Brillouin Theorems If 45 *q 	 where < 1Q > = 0
is a possible variation of the optimal trial function then
ZT7 >
This • is of course an immediate consequ,tnce of Eq. (7).
(c) Off-Diagonal g * ervirial Theorems for Variational ?lave Functions:if i :1 V and '^rq = i7^War p where W is a Hermitian
operator are allowed variations of the optimal trial functions then
it follozys by subtracting . Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) that
(Ep,_  Rq) <Yp4q> 	 *p,	 AW] irq
This generalizes an earlier result of Lipstein and Hirschfelder (196^')
which applies to the diagonal case p . q .
From this for example cane can immediately infer, in agreement Faith
other authors, 9 that although all one-elidtron diagonal hypervirial
theorems are satin-fied in the Hartree-Fuck approximation for closed
Or
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shells (see Chapter XI), off -diagonal ones are-not..
Returning now to the proble" of orthogonality, by expanding every-.;
t,ting in powers of 	 , ue can derive conditions that variational
calcula'L.ions based on i^J (0) 	t5 J (1) = SJ (2) • • • = 0 yield
orthogonality to a certain order. This is of interest, for example,
in connection with parturb,ition theory within the Hartree-£ock formalism
(see Chapter X1) where in effect y (0) V (1)± , ••• are the Hairtree-
Fock approximations to ,^, (0). , 1(1) , ...
Since the manipulations are straight fort-yard we merely quote same
of the results.
(d) If	 9t	 Z ^(0) and 61(0)	 iy(0) are allowed variations
p r q	 q r^ p
then from	 J (0) = C^ we find `Vp0) P klg0) ? = 0 , i.e. we have ortho`-
onality to zero order.
() If	 yp = Z^ vq	 and	 ^rq =' 	 are allowed variations,
if p0^ (0) and yq0)n	 = i{	 bJ	 0 we findq0) then from . .. f l)^^	 -- 
n• (0) ^. {I)
	 (1)N (0^we have orthogonality to first order, i.e. 'C^p ,,yq ^` +:{rp ^r^q 3 = 0 .
{ f) T g y .^	 V (^)	 °)	 y (^)	 (1) - 
_ (l) and
p	 q	 q	 p	 P	 q
4 (1) = 1(1) are allowed variations aid if * (0) _ ^`(0) andq	 N+ P
	
P	 P
(0) y(0) then from ^J (2)qq = 0 we find- we have orthogonality toq
second order.
(g) etc.,
As one application. of thew results, it follows directly in agree-
ment with other authors, 10 that in Hartree -mock calculations of say.
the ( 1.&) 2 •S and (ls2s) 'S states of He as an expansion: in 111, 1
one dill have orthogonality to first order but not ih higher orders.
These results. as noted are based on Si (0) - d J (l) = „ • • 0 .
	
^.. ^--	 -.	 _ .^.ii.^.:.^- .- - a ^ ,rs- ^ •i..-+nrw;m ^ .	 .mow
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It is alao clearly of interest to ask ghat happens if we use say the
plylleraas variational principle, Le, 	 JpH = 0 , SJq = 0 where
JpH - < Vp0)^. l a' - F. 	 )^Vp l)> 4. '^ WP 1) ('^C1 - E^ 1) )^Y^0)?
p
and a similar expression fur JqH..
From 4J h = 6jgh = 0 we then infer
r,	 .
0 = <' p ( 0l - Ep l) ) ^VP1) } + <VQ1) ) (-o - Ep0}) SIpl)
and
p 
= 4 gq l) ( 1^ - $ql}) V ^o) > + ^ ^1) (.	 - Eq°) ) Q1)
By use of W_*, : _ ^p0)^p0) , 6 o^^g0) = Eg0) ^tg0) and
<-4pl0) (Q},erg > = 0 we can then immediately derive, by subtracting the
ttio expressions above, the follcuing theorem: 12
(h) If c'^ y (1) = ^^ ^ (0) and
	
are possible variations
p	 4	 q	 p
of thL optimal trial functions in the Hyllereas variational principle
then cue have orthogonality to-first order.
In a similar way we can show:
(i) If S Vr	 iZ1Z•ly'r(0) and ►^,y (1} = 11Wljr (0) are allowed varia-
p	 q	 q	 p
tions in the Hylleraas variation principle then the a'i diagonal
hypervirial theorem for -W will be satisfied to first order..
(J) If Vpl) = i' V (o) is an allowed variation in the Hylleraas
variation principle then-the hyprrvirial theorem for W wi.11'he
satisfied to first order.
g
^^	 =-	
_'.^`°^	 - - —_•- .^-"`--^.~`^'-_^""^=vim
T	 y
k `^ I
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r	 !	 2. The Rebmann-Fevnman Theorem .
q
7n this section we will discuss the Hellmann-Feyr ►man theorem.'
within the framework of the Hylleraas variational principle; 13
(0)
Dropping the state subscript, we will show that if
s	 1
is an allowed variation where Q' is the parameter in question then
s
the Hellmann-Feymman theorem is satisfied to first order:
The Hellmann--Feynman theorem states that
a
I ^FJaQ	 ^` ,	 J	 , y . In zero order ve have then
i	
o	 a,
r(0),
	
	
o 
^(°' > , which is certainly true. In first -Cr
order then we find
aS( l} (0)<* ^	 fo ^(0}>a^ ^- ^G 
f0} 
^ (l) ^	 - ^ ^ (1) s4^ (0)
+ C*(°), a	 o — (l)> + <— M , a	 o ^ (0)> +,(*(0), a ^1. ^(°)>
On the other hand we have E ( ') * _	 (°} ,	 1 {0}^	 whence
(0)
<
"
 (0)"
 ^ NCO)	 +	 , (0 )? + ?	 < W a ff1	(0)a qr a c 1 a ^`
and the question is, are these Wo expressions equal? 14
We now put 45 111	 0 with-	
a ^,
	
and find (varying
both	 Y(1) andr(1)*)
©^ 
<^(0), ( l - E (1) ) a-	 > + < a	 , ( 1 - E (l) )^} (°) > ... .
-.{10i
—O--}-	 - (U) ^(1)	 ^(1)	 (0) 2* (0)
We noia use a < *(0),x(0) > = Q 	
. 1.
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r
which follows from differentiating ^0V^(0) = E %n) ^r (0) with respect
to Cr ,.and the zero order Hellmann-Feynman Theorem to write Eq. X10) . as
0 r < _4 (0) 3 Kl 
^(0) 
> + < a Q= DIY (0) >
a ^-	 a ^-
+ ^^^(°)	 ° (0) > [<* (0)^V(1)> + < (1)^r(0)}Je
Which when inserted into Eq. (9) yields Eq. (8). Q.E.D.
-	
`-tea`• _^^
_ ;.^_'^ "^"'^""^'i^^li!°.	 i-'="^^"
Ik
^
^ff
i
 . J
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Appendix II, but this in fact is the theorem which they prove.
13. For the ordinary variational principle WSJ = 0 and hence by '
iniplication for &J (0) = SJ(l) =	 0 the problem has already
been discussed by A. C. Hurley, Proc. Roy. Sac. A226, 179.(1954)
who shows that a sufficient condition is that the trial function
not depend explicitly on the parameter in question.'
14. They are of :curse trivially equal if 90 , and hence (0) ^ is
independent of d' . Far a further discussion of this case see
R. Yaris, J. Chem. Phys. 39, 863 (1963) : They are also of course
equal if(1)
Herp and in 'what follows
	
in a general way, symbolizes a small
quantity. It need not have the same value in differ-ant-variations.
Note also that since J is homogeneous the variations
GO P = r	 and ^ uq =	 q are, in effect, always allowed.
Thus all conditions are to be understood as being modulo such
variations.
t
•	 ^i _ W
VI. TIC FOPLI AND FOP-VIM FAST CONVERGING ITERATION PROCEDURES
As we have discussed in Chaper II, given the wave function correct
to . 0(	 we can compute the energy correct to .O(Xln+1 )	 Although
this is "better" than computing the energy only to 0(,L n , this process
is not rapidly converging since the energy is only improved twe orders
in	 for each additional order in the wave function. In this Chapter
we present two procedures which are much more rapidly convergent: the
f't	 First girder Perturbation Method or FOPIM) and a slightly improved version
t
called First Order -Perturbation-Variation Iterative Method ov YOP-^VIM.
:r
In FOPDi, the wave function through the first order is used as the
zeroeth order function in the calculation of an improved first-order.
function. The perturbation potential for this new calculation is
proportional to	 z	 This process can be. iterated. and es,rh- . - time the
new perturbation potential is proportional to the square of the previous
perturbation potential. l Thus, after n iterations, the energy..ia.
given accurately up to terms of the order of 	 raised to the (2)1
power. For example, after 5 iterations the energy is accurate up to
terma of the order of Tk
In FOP-VIM, following Dalgarno and Stewart (1961 ), the perturbed
wave function is taken to be the variationally best linear combination
of the zeroeth order: and Rayleigh-Schrodinger first order functions.
This perturbed-variational function is then taken to be the zeraet-h-
order wave function for the calculation of an improved perturbed-varia-
tional function. Whereas-FOP-VIM may have only a modest advantage over
FOPIM for non-degenerate energy:-levels, we show in Chapter VII that the
basic notion of FOP-VIM is very useful for degenerate or almost degenerate
.
r
energy levels.
We start with a trial wave function Y which satisfies the
Schrodinger equation Hoer	 The Hamiltonian for the perturbed
system is H = Ho + A V . The first order wave function is ^ M = Fir .
The expectation value of the energy corresponding to the original trial 	 .,_^k
function is a (0) as given by Eq. (2.15). The perturbed normalized
cave function through the first order is T (1) as given by Eqs. (2.13)
and (2.14). The expectation value of the energy corresponding to T (1)
is given by G (1) of Eq. (2.16). Everything up to this point h€:a
been discussed in the preceding chapters. The follctiing treatment is
somewhat novel.
F OPIM
The wave function ^y(1) satisfies the Schrodinger equation
g(1) X11(1) ^ ^ (0) ^ (1)	 (1)
where
H(1) = H + '7kV + A ` Ir- 1)F	 (2}...0	 1+AF
The Hamiltonian for the perturbed system is then
H	 H(1) + 21 V(1)	 (3)
Where
V(1)
= 
F(V 
	 ^.	 (4)1+7F
17mi we consider the new perturbation problem in which T(1) serves as
the z.—roeth order wave function and A 2 V(1) is the perturbation
w
AwAt-
b	 ^
t
rf
1
plays in the original problem. The new first order perturbed wave
function is
V (1) ( 1) = F ( 1) (1)	 (--)
where the function F(1) is determined by
[F(l),.H] T(1) = (V(1) - E (1) (1)) 9(1)	 (6)
The methods of solving equations of this form are discussed in Chapter
III. The specification of the F(1) is completed by the requirement
that
square
The/norm of x (1) (1) is designated as S(1)
<F(1) '-P(1) -,F(l) Ti(1)> - Sit)	 (8)
Using the first, second, and third order perturbation equations for the
new perturbation problem,
x (1) ( 1) = ^ i^J(^),V(1) ( 1)j = L^ ( 1) - (o)^Ia (9)
E (Z) ( 1) _ '^'^'(^),V(1)F(1) (1)
E (3) (1) 	 - c (1) (1 SM
We can now define the second iterated normalized wave function.
^( 2 )	 I1 + /A S( 1)J 
_ (^ + A 21 ( 1)) To)
A
(10)
(11)
G2'•01
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The expectation value of the energy corresponding to 	 is
E ( 2)	 (2) H* (2) > _	 (1) + s4 E(2) (1) + X6 E(3) (1)
1 + A 4s (1}
(13)
For exactly the same reasons the E (1) is accurate up to terms of the
order of ;k4 	it is apparent that E(2) is accurate up to terms of
the order of slS .
The function ^(2) car_ now be used as the zeroth order wave
function in a new perturbation calculation. Indeed, after (n+1).
iterations we have the normalized wave function
^Y(n+l) _ 1 + A2av(n)^	 (1 + X F (n))*(n)`	 (14)
Here, because of printing difficulties, we use the notation a = 2n
square
The S(n) is the/norm of
	
(1)(n}
e
<F(n)*(n),F(n)*(n)>
	 S(n)	 (15)
The function F(n) satisfies the inhomogenous partial differential
equation
[F (n) , H] V( n) _	 V(n)	 (1)(n)] (n)	 (16) i
together with the requirement that
From the first, second, and third order perturbation equations for this
r
perturbation problem it follows that
_	
_ 	
' .. - - :=_.. ' —;:..	 4..1_	 ' aL	 - ar - - .-	 ^'„ ^^nsur`^.-R ' y^t^+^ _y'''ryy.+^.^'Fil^r.._—. it*•f	 i^
_.Y _ _ ^ _ .` i -
	
^..-.ate• ..
	
.^	 ^f' ^L ` X i^ ^ ^ 1^'^ ^ ..^ ^ _	 - -
n0
,a
(1) ()	 .' 
V(n),V(n)'-^(n) } - r$(n) " B(n-1)3 / ;k* 
(18)
(2) (n) _ <V(n) sV(n)F(n)*(n)>	 (19)
() (n)
	
< F(n)V(n) ,V(n)F(n)*(n) > . " 	 (1} (n) S (n) '	 (20)
The expectation value of the energy corresponding to V(n+l) is
-.
2a 6(2) (n? + 3a ^(3) (n)s,	 E (-a+l)	 < v (n-+-l),H* (n-II-l) > _ E(n) +	 2aI + A S (n)
(21)
Since ^a in the present problem plays the same role as 	 in the
original problem., ,it: follows that since	 (1) is accurate up to}
terme of the order of ^4 , the value of. 1 ?.(n+1) is , accurate up to..
terms Of the order of 	 4a
a	 Thy function (n+i) satisfies the Schrodinger equation
H(n+1)y (n+l) _ B (n)V (n+l) .	 (22)
t;
where
H(n+l)	 h(n) + (n) + 2a(l}-Ln}lr n^	 (23)
1 + VF(n)
The Hamiltoniau for the perturbed system is then
&	 H(xti++l) -+- A 'V(n+i) 	 (24)
V(r.+l) = F is V n	 n	 (25)
1 + XaFF (n)
a",
The iteration scheme can then be continued through the rext.step.
FOP-V124
The perturbed wave functions can be improved still further with
very little effort. 2 This involves the coupling of the perturbation
and variational techniques. Consider in place of T(l) , the normalized
function
+ /A2 0(2S 
-k 
(1 + ?L c( F)q	 (26)
Here S < FV,F^Ir> and	 is a parameter varied to make stationary
the energy E'(1) _
	
{1),H (1)	 For this optimum value of a ,
the value of E l (l) is given by the secular equation
8 ' (0) — E'{ 1)	 ^2 E(2)
2 ^(2)
	 ^2 ^(2) + X3 E(3) + A IS ^`^(0) - 
V M]
(27)
Of the two roots to the secular equation, the only root which has
physical significance for our problem corresponds to V(l) approaching
n4 (0) as	 approaches zero. Thus,
2.E (2) -
	
E(3)	 i + 1 + 
-X
2 S E(2)3^ -E ( 1)	 (o) +	 2S	 `1	 . ( 2)	 0) 2
(28)
The improvement in the energy obtained by this variation of oC is
given by the expansion In powers of
L' (l) _	 (l) . _4=(
3) 2 + ^^^	 ^--	
- 2S45 (3)	+ ...	 (29)(2)	 ^E(2)12
s
i.
•
M	 I
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rl
The optimum value of	 C(	 is	 LE ' (I) - T (0)l 
r
'^
.2 
x(2)1 	,  'or
expanding in powers of
E (3)	 2 ^ ^ ^(3)d?(=
	
I ++	 S	 + • • • (30)(2) E(2)	
_
Clearly, in much the same manner as in FOPTM; the	 (1)	 can be
used as the zeroerh order wave function to generate a new first order
function.	 The	 (1). satisfies the Schrodinger equation
h( 1)	 ( 1)	 = E (Q)X(1) (31)
where
%:0(V + A(1 -_05) KG) ' +	 lac 	 (.1)Fh(l)	 I3	 +	 -0	 1 + % csc F (32)
The Hamiltonian for the perturbed system is then 	 H = h(1) + ;k 2V'(1)
where
V I M	 _ _ [7C (I-C() + NF] [V -	 (1)^ ^I + &: V, F] -, (33):
From Eq. (31) it follows that	 (I-CO	 is zeroeth order in ^►
A
L^
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VII. D130"MIZATE OR ALMOST DEGENERATE 7uMP.;GY LEVEL V2 ,cfURBATIONS
Non-degenerate perturbation theory becomes inapplicable when two
or more energy levels lie close together and interact strongly under
the inrluence n.f the parturbati-n. An extension of the FOP-V11 analysis
of Chapter VI suffices to show the explicit effect of some quantum
state k on the q-th stare under consideration. Let us fora a trial.
wave function	 q(1) as a linear combination of k and	 q(1) ^"as
defined by, Eq. (6.26),
The constant C can be adjusted so as to optimize the energy
Eq = < ^q(1),x 5q(1)> / < 'I^q (1), <1>q(1)>
	
	 (2)
,a
subject to the condition that, as T approaches zero, Z  approaches
In this Section it is convenient to use the notation:
q
(x) i j	 ^, i ,R^, j 	 Since Wql) = Fgyq , it follows from Eq. (2.17)
that
q'kq	 a kq [ L:q
	
^ 1	
(3)
The constant ^ corresponding to the physically significant root of
the secular equation is
C	 i ^q - Ek1 1^ ^q - ^eq " V'k3 (2} c- (FJ) gk]+	 ..+
1	 q	 (4)
Expanding the energy in powers of
(3)
E = 8' (1) + 4cc - EkIi - 3 - E (1) - ^ _ 	-^ + (F V)
q 	 q	 4	 q	 q	 k	 (2)
	
q qEq
+ A5 ^, ..	 ^....	 (5)
i	 it
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Isere Eq(1) . is given by Eq. (6.18): •$ince Eq(1) is accurate through
terms in ;k 	 it is not surprising that the first corrections to E'(1)
should be proportional to P	 From Eq: (5) it follows that
PWEq
 > Eq if Eq > ^k end Eq < L(1) if q < ^k	 For the
ground state or the loumst energy state of _ given symmetry, the energy
is louered by the interaction with every other state. If
q - Eq q(1) - q(01 , the expansion of Eq in powers of
(as given by Eq. (5)) is not longer possible and the non-degenerate
parturbation theory becomes inapplicable.
DE-FOP-VIX
The usual Rayleigh-Schrodinger method can be exceedingly complex
and difficult to apply to perturbation problems involving degenerate or
Ok
aIv.ost-degenerate energy levels (see Dalgarno, 1961 ). Greater
`	 accuracy and far greater simplicity can be obtained by the following'
r
procedure: LSE-FOP-VDI, tahich is FUF-VII generalized to apply to the -
degenerate and almost degenerate energy levels (Hirschfelder, 1963 ). `
We may wish to consider the effect of a perturbation either on:$
particular degenerate energy level or the effect: on a tightly packed
group of degenerate or almost degenerate energy levels. Since.the
states corresponding to different energies may interact under the
influence of a perturbation, the larger the number of'interacting
states-which are explicitly considered,.the greater is the accuracy
of the calculations.
The first step in the M-FOP-V724 is the determination of the
"starting" wave functions .) Foz-each of'the nk degenerate energy
states E k under consideration, we are given a. complete set .of
86
linearly independent eigenfunctions ¢kl'.... 
"LYknk
for the unperturbed
H^^~ 1toni.an Ho . Thus, HA y 'Ekk	 The Hamiltonian for the
perturbed system is Ho + A V 	 The "starting" functions are
a^` y	 (6)
The constants a,, 
P 
are chosen to diagonalize the perturbation matrix
cc that
<'Fc^i' V k	 ^ot f3 VkOt ;k^	 (7)
This ,automatically makes the different 
*ko( orthogonal,
` *kM 5*k 0> = 0 , C_"' # ( 	 (8)
If each of the eigenvalues VkU;kCK of the matrix is different, the
degeneracy is removed in the first order of the perturbation and the
choice of the a.ac 
p 
is determined to within a phase factor. If, on
the other hard ,  the eigenvalues for the energy matrix are not all
different, the a^ ?, are not completely specified. For our purposes,
in contrast to the usual Rayleigh-Schrodinger treatment, any choice of
the a 	 compatible with Eg. -(7, ) fa 'sufficient. This is one of the
principle simplifications of the DE-FOP-VIM.
Corresponding to a "starting" wave function 
*k% we can define a
function Fkot such that Fkr44r,,,A . satisfies the first order equation,
(Ho Ek)Fkoc Vkd + L V - Vktx ;k-x] *kot	 (9)
Vae methods for solving equations of this type are discussed in Chapter
III.	 solution of Eq. (9) suffices provided that Fketktx satisfies
87
the usual boundary, continuity, and integrability . conditions required
.s
of a bound state crave function. The fact that
Gkac	 Fkct +	 bai	 k¢ ^kat'	 s	 (10)
0=1
for arbitrary constants b oc ^ is also a solution to Eq. (9) does not
cause us any concern.
Now vie are ready to consider the effect of the perturbation on a
set of n	 n  energy levels 
e.k	 We fix our attention on those
perturbed wave functions Tq whose energies E  approach the values
of the	 k in the limit as A approaches zero. The first approxima-
tion to	 q can then be written in the form
r	 n 
y q(1) -
	 T [3q;kd + A Kq,kor Fkocc *ka	 (11)
k 0(=1
The constants J q.,ka and Kq.,ko( are chosen so as to normalize *q(1)
And optimize the ^.nergy E q( 1) = <*q(1),HVq(1) > subject to the
condition that E q(1) approaches the value of one of the E k in the
linit as A approaches zero. The optimum values of A q (1) are given
as n of the 2n roots of the secular equation
<12,
Bt
ft
where ^ , ^ , and	 are the n by n dimensional sub-
matrices with the elements
.^....^... --	 -	 ---••.-	 , ;.. .-.. !tom"-'
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c-
BkeY ;k'^3	 kct'	 k'	 *V130 	 E(1)\ *k^ rFk 1^ Vk e^^n	 {14} A
Ckc( ;k' (3	 <F kCt*kC4  Uk t 3 Vk' >	 - E(1) <Fkoc *kot'Fk,OykVP> (15)
The L%7din (1963 ) partitioning technique is particularly well suited
-	 to the solution of such secular equations. 	 Ahe values of the	 Eq(1)
' F	 obtained in this manner should be accura^e through terms of 	 O( Jt) .
The	 (1)	 can themoelses be used as the zeroeth order wave
q
^?	 = w
funetiona for a new perturbation calculation in much the same manner
as in the FOPIN or FOP-VIH procedures.
357
Ak
Malt ;_.
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FOOTN4TL.S TO 'CHAPTER VII
•	 1. The advantage of determining the neorrect zeroeth order" functions
ka	 is that the first order Perturbation energies are obtained
at an early stage in the calculations. If,, hm7ever, one -»iahes
to avoid this step s, the ktX can be used in place of the ark 04
in . Ecl. (10) and bey,;,ad provided that Eq. (9) is replaced by
(Ho _ 61d"kat ktf + Okoe - Vktd ;kadklQ 
_ Q.	 (91)
where Vk/3 pk*e = 0kk,2 Mk1X>' Equation (9') foll.crws from
the multiplication of-Eq. (9) by a,,, , summing .over	 , and
making use of -Eq. (6) .
so
.	
-	 VIII. Or-7-DIAGO21L Y—MM EMiENTS
As we have seen in Chapter iV, the Dalgarno Interchange theorem
is often of decisive Importance in malting practical the calculation of
the first order corrections to the expectation vatues of one-particle
6	
operators. In this chapter we show that a similar theorem holds for
off-diagonal matrix elements.l
A. General Formulation
In order to compute the matrix elemlent < p^A` q } for a
Hermitian operator 11 between the eigenfunctions 	 and %Pq ofp 
two Hamiltoni_rans P and Hq (possibly, but not necessarily, identical),
we consider the equations 
P p + ^sfl 4
	 P	 > (l)
whare s is an arbitrary complex number.
Introducing a 2x2 matrix notation we can combine ( X) and (2) into
_	
(3)
where
p	
s	 E	 .9	 ^F W
s 	 Sc	 0 Sq
3lquation (3) is nos of standard Pasa:.lt-onian .form,. and thus, with
ouitable notational changes, we can take over many of the earlier
results in this article. In particular, if we write 'H = R + ;,.,v,
. P	 Pa	 P
I
^m ^ :,wi„bpD.. 6 .-:^e!..^,,, ., .. .. 	 "ice!'" "^ -i .^r[rr, ^cyrr-r.
-_ ^'-'^ u	 - ^r....rr y. Y,^r.^r ate. ^ *wore . ^..:^ •tir —^_ •	 ^ - 	 _ ^, ^_	 - -
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.
A.
(0 0) ..	 (l 0)
	
(05 1)
and 	 (0'0) +.(nj 1) .}. (1 5 0} + • • •	 we .have the identity
	
<-Y (1,0) Y (0' 0)> +'^V(0,0)^W}'^(i'0) 	 <1 0'1)^v*(0'0)s +< (Ox0)IR(0'1)>
^w	 w	 3r
(4)
where
(Ro 
	
(030) (M)
	 0	 (5)
{ ^	 x(0'0)}x(1,0)
_	 (V -	 IA) (030) (6)
(H — ^E0 a 0) (0.,	 -(u - x(0,1)
 (0'0)	 r7)10
Stith
t, (030) V : I (0,0)>	 0
(1'a)	
Vp	
' pip
	
0	 <*(0,0)^V x(0,0)
	
q	 q q
(0 '0) ,1, (0 ., 0) 	 0
0	 s <* (g0, 0) ^ jt^ (0 a 0}>
d
and uhere sae have normalized in such a tiray that
.4
<1 (0 '0) 3Y (1 ' 0) > _	 (0)^ (0'1)> _ <* (0 ' Q) , 1 (1 ' 0) ' _ ^^Y (0 '0) , (0 ' 1)> = 0P	 p	 p	 A_	 4	 q	 q	 q
For s - 1 , the left hand side of Eq. (4) is simply twice the
first order (in	 ) correction for the matrix element < I FaW tipq'
and for o - -i it is twice the imaginary ! part since
I	 x (0 '0) +	 (l 0) .^.... and	 _ ^^(fl;Q^ .^	 (1,0) .}.p	 p	 p	 q ` q	 q
The right hand side of Eq. (4) then iiforms us that we can equally
^ k.
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well evaluate these Corrections by solving Eq. (7) rather than :Eq. (6),
i.e. we have an interchange theorem. We will discurs the solution of
Eq. (7)F in. Section C below,
B. Variation Principles
Equation (3) can of course be derived from the variation principle
J 0 where
We can carry over to the off-diagonal case much-of our earlier discus-
sion (Chapter V) of connections between perturbation theory and the
variational principle. In particular, writing 3 = H + ) W
_	 + /u	 a- • • • and C, R
	
+L E	 + • • • , the varia-
zX
tional principle 6J(1) 0 , J (1)	 0 , J (0) = 0 with
J (0) = < (0) a (K " E(0) ) (0)}
nc	 M6 ►
J (1) = '^ (0) ([^ - E(1))(0)). + < - '(0) , (H - E(0)) (1)^
st	 a	 =2	 cz	
imp
	 +
gives us, for s 1 a variation principle for twice the real part
of the des'-red matrix element and for s -i with a variation
principle for twice the imaginary part. These are, with appropriate
notational charges, exactly the variational principles given by Delves2
and have the advantages and disadvantages, already discussed in Chapter
V, of his variational rrinciple for diagonal • matrix elements. if
further, in. analogy to the Schcyartx procedure for diagonal matrix
.
J n
•,	 d
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given	 (0)	 (1}	 '" (0) '"	 (0)elements fora iven	 we const ain 2	 so that ^
and	 (1) - ''(1) are of the same order (this is the approach in
effect followed by Borowitz l) then, of course, as in the diagonal case,
one arrives at results quite equivalent to those of our double perturba-
tion approach.
G. S_epara,`: ion of ?equations for One-Electron W
For W a one particle operator, we will show that our problem
reduces to the solution of one electron equations in the special case
for which * (0'0) and *(0.,0) are single determinants. The method
p
is obviously extendable to the case where only one. .of the	 (0;.0). is
a single determinant. The case-«here neither * (0 ' 0) norx(0'0)
is a single determinant remains to be investigated.
	
Let us consider then P(0'0)	 '?1(1) 'P2(2) •••` lq(N) and
V^X0'0)	 - 1 (1) ^2 (2) ••• QN (N), where r is the antisymmetrizetion
operator and where we assume ^Vp O ' 0) and YQO'0) differ by only a .
single spin orbital.3 (the case where they differ by more than one is
much simpler in that	 S 0 ). Since all the operators in (7)
are symmetric in the particles, v a clearly may write ,y (0, 1)
whence, singling out one component of Eq: (7) in detail, we have
(hl + h2 + •.. .. el 	e _ ...} p	 --s(wj + w2 +.....) fl (1) eP2(2)....
'	 -0- s <4Pl,Z•]1 1?1^. , ^(1) ^ (2) ..
Here Hop = } hi j,Ep0 ' 0) =Fei 	Also pie rieed h l P1 (1) . W e l ^1(1)
(we will aas. .me, Zpr simplicity, that Hop H 	 We now.observe
and
(hl + h2 	el - e2,- ...),.FXg2 = - s(w2 + w3 + ...)	 f I (I) -P2(2)	 ...
the essential point being that the right hand sides of each of the last
two equations are . orthogonal to the solution of the homogeneous equa-
tiow
	
and therefore the equations are consistent.
The reduction to one electron equations is now immediate, namely
X'gl	 ^l(i} 7 2(2} ...	 N( N)
. p2	 Cl) X2 (2) ^3(3) ...	 (N) ^.	 1 (l) X2 (2) 43 (3) ... 3-... «
where
C ►l , - e l) .L^il	swl	 l + s < ^l,wl ^ } ?1
(1,2.: + el . - e2)	2	 =	 - sw2 1'2of
n: Further reduction depends on the particular form of 	 W	 Dote also that
if	 V	 is a one particle operator (as it is within the Martree-Fack
Formalism), Ethan 	 p2	 does not contribute to the right hand side of
Eq. (4) and our theory, as it must, becomes identical to than of Cohen
and Dalgarno.'
F
Finally'we remark that, as with the diagonal case, variational
I
N
procedures are also. a7ailable to approximoe the v,,"..ution of -Eq. (7),
the stationary woreosio+n being.just the ,Hylleraas-form
1
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F	 0073S TO CHAPTER VU1
1.	 Nithia the Hartree-Fock formalism this has biwa a h m-.- n by M. Cohen,
and A. Dalgarno ., Pros. Roy. Soc. ("Lond-on) A275	 492 (1963)4	 The
'hapter has also been dari-t;edgenera],r eault to be derived in this C
by S. Borowitz (private co=unicat.-IL011).
2.	 Such equations have fi-csi; been discussed by L. 1L Delves, 1 ,.,xc. Phys.
313 (1963).
3.	 We ignore possible complications due to degeneracy. 	 It often is
tha case th 7	 W	 is ltdiagonal" in the sensf. that given	 ' (0 0)P
then	 differs from zero only for one 	 *(0-10)q
si	 a. uniquete set-, wAd.	 rLof the	 larly given	 jrq
(010)	 AX singled out.	 We aico assitme <
	 >	 0
;I
I
ft
